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Abstract 

Strongly Interacting Fermi Gases in 3D and ID 

by 

Yean-an Liao 

This thesis presents the experimental study on the two-spin component, strongly 

interacting 6Li Fermi gases in 3D and ID traps. The interaction strength is tuned 

from the molecular BEC regime to the BCS regime using a Feshbach resonance. 

The trap dimension can be tuned from 3D to ID with the implementation of optical 

lattice. The evaporation of imbalanced Fermi gases in 3D trap is studied. The 

anisotropic and fast evaporation is the cause of the deformation observed in the 2006 

Rice experiment. In a balanced Fermi system, the fraction of correlated states is 

measured as a function of interaction and temperature. At unitarity, the fraction of 

correlated states is ",85% and exists above Te. The one-body-like photo excitation 

rate can be related to the contact quantity. Lastly, the spin-imbalance in a one

dimensional Fermi gas is studied. The ID phase diagram is mapped out. The result 

agrees well with the ID theory, in which the partially polarized regime is predicted 

to be a FFLO phase, an exotic superfluid with pairs carrying finite center-of-mass 

momentum proposed almost 50 years ago. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

With the realization of Bose-Einstein Condensation (BEC) [1,2,3,4] and degen

erate Fermi gases [5, 6], cold atom experiments have created new frontiers to explore 

quantum. Besides the study in atomic and molecular physics, these greatly tunable 

and defect-free samples provide opportunities to simulate the physics in condensed 

matter systems. They also lead to the creation of non-trivial new state of matter, 

which do not exist in nature under normal conditions. We can learn a lot from 

studying cold atoms, and when possible, apply the knowledge to creating real-world 

applications or solving immediate problems to humans. 

The scope of this work is multifold. The imbalanced Fermi gas experiments 

since 2006 have improved our understanding of the interplay between magnetism 

and superfluidity in 3D traps. However, the discrepancies between the Rice and MIT 

(and recently ENS) experiments have been bothering researchers since then. I will 

show how our study based on the evaporation depolarization provides a reasonable 

explanation (Chapter 3). 

High-Tc superconductivity has been of great interest for the past 25 years but 

also poses great challenges to understand it. There have been theoretical suggestions 

of the existence of pre-formed pairs (pairing above the condensation temperature 

Tc) in such systems. The study of pre-formed pairs may help our understanding of 

high-Tc superconductivity. We are able to simulate such systems with a balanced, 

two-spin component Fermi gas under strong interactions. I will discuss a study of 

the correlated ("paired") fraction with fast photoassociation in such system at the 

BEC-BCS crossover for different temperatures (Chapter 4). 
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Figure 1.1 : The covered experimental regimes of this study. 
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The desire to observe or create new superfluid states has motivated researchers to 

explore new experimental regimes. The FFLO state, a magnetized superfluid state 

proposed 50 years ago, has not been observed. It has the intriguing property that 

the momentum of the superfluid pair is non-zero. FFLO is predicted to exist in 1D. 

I will show how we implement ID confinement with an optical lattice to observe the 

phase diagram of an imbalanced Fermi gas in 1D, a first step to directly observing 

the FFLO state (Chapter 5). 

This work thus covers balanced and imbalanced Fermi systems, crossing 1D and 

3D, see Fig. 1.1. The implementation and calibration of the crossed beam trap (3D) 

and lattice (1D) system will also be presented (Chapter 2). 



Chapter 2 

The Apparatus 

The success of our research relies on the repeatability, productivity, and stability 

of making ultra-cold degenerate Fermi gases. Many experimental steps have been 

described in detail in previous lab theses [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. Here, I will give a brief 

introduction on those experimental procedures, focusing on the improvements and 

additions to the general operation of achieving quantum degeneracy. 

2.1 Overview 

Our apparatus traps both 6Li and 7Li isotopes, which have similar atomic transition 

frequencies so they can share laser sources and optics. These isotopes are fermions 

and bosons respectively, allowing for experiments that involve only one or both of 

those fundamental particles. The interaction of individual species can be tuned 

through a Feshbach resonance. In addition, with the implementation of optical 

lattices, we can explore physics in different dimensions. These features enhance 

the tunability of our experiment and create many research possibilities. 

2.1.1 The oven 

We use an oven with a Zeeman slower as our source of slow atoms. The oven is made 

of stainless steel and has a main body loaded with a nearly equal mixture of 6Li 

and 7Li. A thin nozzle connects the oven to the chamber [8]. The oven and nozzle 

are wrapped with fiberglass-shielded heater wires and have independent temperature 

controls. The typical operating temperature is 425-460 DC for the oven body and 

280-350 DC for the nozzle. There is a fine stainless steel mesh lining inside the wall 
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of the oven body and the nozzle. At the operating temperature the lithium melts 

and coats the mesh. Vapors of lithium escape from the surface, collimated by the 

nozzle, and fly toward the main chamber. The non-collimated vapors are gathered by 

the mesh on the nozzle wall. Just as solder moves to hotter areas, the temperature 

gradient between the nozzle and oven makes the liquid lithium move back to the 

oven which preventing the nozzle from clogging. See Appendix A for details on oven 

loading and unclogging the nozzle. 

2.1.2 The Zeeman slower and 2D MOT 

The Zeeman slower reduces the atoms' speed to facilitate the magneto optical trap 

(MOT) loading. The Zeeman slower is a combination of a red-detuned laser and 

magnetic coils [7]. The atoms tend to absorb photons when moving toward the laser 

source, since the photons are closer to resonance due to the Doppler shift, then they 

spontaneously emit photons in random directions. This results in an effective slowing 

force - an example of lD laser cooling. The coils are wrapped such that the magnetic 

field increases in the propagation direction of the atoms. This increases the Zeeman 

shift as the atoms are slowed and matches the Doppler shift, maximizing the slowing 

efficiency. The 7Li Zeeman laser power is approximately 100 m W with 1.2 GHz red 

detuning from the 7Li D2 transition (281/ 2 to 2 P3 / 2 ) from the zero field (see Fig. 

2.4 for the transition), and for 6Li it is about 30 mW, also red detuned 1"V1.2 GHz, 

but from the 6Li Dl transition (281/ 2 to 2 Pt/2). An electro-optic modulator (EOM) 

generates sidebands in the 7Li Zeeman beam at 803.5 MHz with about 5% power in 

the blue side-band to serve as the repump. The 6Li Zeeman laser has no repump 

beam due to the less demanding requirements on the 6Li MOT loading. 

Once the atoms reach the end of the Zeeman slower, they have been slowed 

down but only in the direction towards the laser source. They might still have 
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Figure 2.1 : The apparatus, showing the oven, Zeeman slower, 2D MOT and MOT. 
Lithium is heated and emitted from the oven, decelerated by the Zeeman slower and 
2D MOT, then loaded into the MOT. 

large velocity along other directions. This point is still 15 cm from the MOT so the 

transverse velocity could affect loading efficiency. We therefore add a 2D MOT at 

the end of the Zeeman slower. The 2D MOT has a similar configuration to the MOT 

but only in the directions perpendicular to the Zeeman laser. With the 2D MOT 

the atoms are more collimated and it helps the loading. It can also reduce the MOT 

loading time constant by half and increase the maximum fluorescence signal by up 

to 30%, therefore its implementation is important. Figure 2.1 shows the oven, 2D 

MOT and MOT setup of our main chamber. 

To optimize loading, both the 6Li and 7Li Zeeman lasers should be aligned and 

collimated properly. First, align the 7Li Zeeman laser so they go through the long

path to the exit of the nozzle, then for the 6Li. Both Zeeman beams are combined 

on the same mirror at a small angle, so when we optimize the alignment for 6Li we 

only tweak the optics for 6Li Zeeman beam. Fine-tune the Zeeman beam alignment 

with the 7Li and 6Li MOT fluorescence signal (see the next section on Duo MOT for 
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the fluorescence levels of both isotopes). Do the same for the 2D MOT alignment. 

The Zeeman laser detuning can also be optimized. 

The Zeeman coils have 10 A in the main coil and 2 A in the trim coil which 

produces about 300 W of heat, therefore, proper water-cooling is important. On 

the entrance side of the Zeeman slower, the window is heated to about 280°C to 

prevent lithium from coating it. Although these power supplies are protected by 

water interlocks, periodic testing and checking is advised. 

2.1.3 MOT 

The atoms are cooled and trapped with a MOT, a combination of laser cooling and 

trapping. As described in the ID (Zeeman) cooling, by implementing red-detuned 

laser beams in all six spatial directions, the overlapping 3D region is an over-damped 

"optical-molasses" [13, 14, 15]. 

The optical molasses provides damping but no trapping. The MOT takes it a step 

further to provide a spatially-dependent force to trap the atoms. The mechanism of 

a MOT can be understood from a 1D model as shown in Fig. 2.2. The magnetic field 

gradient is linear in space and the laser drives the J = 0 to J = 1 transition. The 

J = 1 level is split by the Zeeman effect. The laser has circular polarization a_from 

the right and 0'+ from the left. Atoms at z > 0 tend to absorb the 0'_ photon since 

it is closer to the resonance (0'_ drives mJ = 0 to mJ = 1 transition). On the other 

hand, atoms with z < 0 tend to absorb the 0'+ photon, while atoms at z = 0 have 

equal opportunity to absorb photons from both sides. The net effect is a force facing 

z = 0 that works as a 1D trap. Experimentally we use a pair of anti-Helmholtz coils 

and 6 polarized lasers to generate a 3D confinement (see Fig. 2.3). Details of the 

MOT mechanism are described in Refs. [16, 17]. 
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Figure 2.2 : One-dimensional model of a MOT. The magnetic field gradient is linear 
and the field is zero at z = O. The laser enters from both sides with different circular 
polarization. Zeeman shifts of the J = 1 states are anti-symmetric along the z axis. 
The spatial-varying Zeeman shifts make atoms absorb laser photons toward z = 0 
easier and produces a net trapping force. 
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Figure 2.3 : Schematic of the MOT, adopted from [18]. Lasers beams are incident 
from all six directions and have circular polarizations as shown. Two anti-Helmholtz 
coils produce a magnetic field that is zero in the middle and changes linearly along 
all three axes. 

Duo MOT 

Figure 2.4 shows the 6Li and 7Li energy levels and the MOT laser transition. Like 

all alkali atoms, the ground state has hyperfine shifts. To keep atoms in the MOT 

transition, a separate repump laser is required. The D2 line in both isotopes is used 

for the MOT transition. 7Li uses the D2 repump which is about 800 MHz away from 

the 7Li MOT transition, while we use the Dl repump for 6Li MOT since the 6Li 

D2 repump also drives the 7Li F = 2 to F = 1 transition and affects the 7Li MOT 

loading. The MOT laser detuning is about 6 r red from the atomic transition for 

both isotopes. 

The MOT fluorescence is monitored with a photodiode directly mounted on the 

chamber window, with 6 V output close to the fully-loaded 7Li MOT (!"VI0 l0 atoms 

[8]). The maximum (most optimized) fluorescence level are 7.0 V for the 7Li MOT 
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Figure 2.4 : Energy levels of lithium 6 and 7. The red line represents the MOT 
and repump transition in use. The dotted line represents the 6 D2 repump (not 
employed) which is close to the 7Li F = 1 to F = 2 Dl transition and affects the 7Li 
MOT loading. Instead, we use the D2 repump for the 6Li MOT. 
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and 0.5 V for the 6Li MOT* 

Cooling and Compression 

The MOT has typical temperatures at the mK level and phase space densities of 

10-7, thus it is not cool enough to reach quantum degeneracy. We therefore load the 

atoms into a magnetic trap for evaporative cooling to reach lower temperature and 

higher phase space density. To enhance the loading efficiency, we perform further 

cooling and compression on the MOT. 

When the MOT number grows, the atoms may absorb the photons spontaneously

emitted from the other atoms. This is effectively a repulsive force between the atoms 

which prevents the density from increasing and limits the temperature. To further 

cool we need to reduce the light in the MOT. This can be done by reducing the 

intensity of the repump beam so atoms fall into the dark states, similar to the idea 

of a dark MOT [19J. In the dark states (F = 1 for 7Li and F = 1/2 for 6Li), atoms 

emit far fewer photons than in a regular MOT, thereby reducing the repulsive force 

and increasing the density. 

The Doppler cooling limit determines the MOT temperature. In the low intensity 

limit the Doppler cooling temperature can be approximated by [20] 

nr 1 
kB = -(- + 2.:::1). 

4 2.:::1 
(2.1) 

Typically we decrease the 7Li MOT laser detuning from 6 r to 2 r to perform 

cooling. After cooling and compression the temperature of the 7Li MOT reduces to 

about 600 11K and the phase space density increases to "" 10-6. On the other hand we 

do not cool and compress the 6Li MOT since it contains less than 10% of the atoms 

*The typical working fluorescence level when taking data are 2.6-5.0 V for the 7Li MOT and 
0.22-0.3 V for the 6Li MOT. 
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in the duo MOT and the improvement in the final signal is not obvious*. Details on 

cooling and compression can be found in Kevin Strecker's Ph.D. thesis [7]. 

2.1.4 Magnetic Trap 

The magnetic trap coils are of the Ioffe-Pitchard type with a cloverleaf shape [21J. 

Three sets of coils generate a dc magnetic field and form a minimum at the trap 

center. At the trap bottom, the magnetic field can be approximated by [22] 

1 1 
B(r z) = B + -B'r2 + -B" Z2 

, 0 2 2 (2.2) 

where (r, z) is the radial and axial direction, Bo is the overall bias field, B' = 8 2 B / 8r2 

is the field produced by quadrupole coils, and B" = 8 2 B / 8z2 is the curvature field 

produced by the curvature coil pairs. Typically the curvature/bias coils generate 

7001"..1800 Gauss fields in the opposite direction, resulting in a magnetic confinement 

with B ~ 1 G at the trap center. 

In a magnetic field B, the atomic level F (F = 1+ J) splits through the Zeeman 

effect by 

(2.3) 

where 9 is the Lande 9 factor, J.LB the Bohr magneton, and mF the magnetic pro

jection of F along the quantum axis (defined by the magnetic field). Only states 

with a positive i3.E can be loaded into the magnetic trap. Among these trappable 

states we choose IF, mF) = 12,2) for 7Li and 13/2,3/2) for 6Li in the magnetic trap 

because they have no possible spin-exchange collisions. All other states have a very 

short lifetime. 

*In the newall-diode laser system, the cooling and compression of 6Li is included. With the 
increased flexibility and control, the 6Li cooling and compression can be re-established and opti
mized. 
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Optical Pumping 

In the end of the compressed MOT stage, the atoms are in the F = 1 (7Li) and 

F = 1/2 (6Li) manifolds. We turn off the MOT field where the residual filed is 

about 3 G provided by an external bias cage. Then we implement a F-pump and 

a 0"+ polarized mF pump laser driving 7Li to 12,2) and 6Li to 13/2,3/2). The mF 

pump mostly overlaps with the MOT beam along z. For 7Li it is red-detuned ",240 

MHz from the 7Li MOT transition and about 200 m W; for 6Li it has the same 

detuning from the 6Li MOT transition and ",40 mW. In practice the F- and mF 

pump steps are executed simultaneously: an 803 MHz EOM generates the F-pump 

from the mF-pump beam, with ",25% of the total laser power in the F-pump. They 

are fired after the end of cooling and compression and the turning off of MOT field 

with a pulse length around 500 I1S. The large detuning and high power makes the 

pumping more efficient for the optically-dense 7Li atom cloud [7J. The polarization, 

alignment and power balance of the two arms (from ± z) are critical for optimizing 

the effective push to the atoms during the mF pump. The length of the mF pump 

pulse is also important: if too short, the work is not done; if too long, it introduces 

excessive heating. All those parameters are optimized experimentally for the 7Li 

atom number after evaporation in the magnetic trap. Details on the mF pump stage 

can be found in Kevin Strecker's Ph.D thesis [7J. 

Remove Unwanted States in the Magnetic Trap 

The evaporative cooling of fermionic 6Li atoms is more complex to perform than for 

bosonic 7Li atoms. At low temperature, the Pauli exclusion principle prohibits elastic 

collisions between fermions in the same hyperfine state, which therefore frustrates re

thermalization and makes the evaporative cooling inefficient. We therefore prepare 

7Li as a cool-bath for 6Li. The number of bosons in the cool-bath has to be much 
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Figure 2.5 : Hyperfine levels of 7Li and 6Li. The 11) - 16) are the corresponding 
representations of 6Li at high-field. 

larger (I"'V 1 0 times) than the fermionic particles to help cooling, therefore the efficient 

loading of 7Li atoms from the MOT to the magnetic trap is crucial for successful 

cooling of 6Li. 

For 7Li, the IF, mF) = 12,2) state is the only useful state in the magnetic trap 

[7J. At low field, there are other magnetically-trappable states: the 12,1) and the 

11, -1) states, since they have a positive slopes with increasing field which enables 

magnetic trapping (see Fig. 2.5 and Eq. 2.3). However, these other states can 

cause spin-exchange loss [23J which reduces the number of atoms in the 12,2) state 

and heats them. To get a pure 12,2) state, we perform optical pumping before 

turning on the magnetic trap as mentioned previously. However, there may still be 

atoms left in those states due to imperfect optical pumping. In this experiment, the 

optical pumping stage is a critical step in getting good atom number at the end of 

evaporation. 

To purify the state in the magnetic-trap, the Ketterle group has used a field 
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sweep and RF sweep in bosonic 23Na in their 23Na_6Li trap [24]. The 23Na atom has 

the same nuclear spin (I = 3/2) as the 7Li atom and the IF = 2, mF = 2) state is 

also the only desired trapping state. They first load atoms in a magnetic trap with 

a bias field at 80 G (which has a lower trap depth than at lower bias field), a field 

high enough to split the Zeeman sub levels by "'kB x 2.8 mK. Then an RF sweep 

moves atoms left in the 12,1) and 12,0) states to the 11,1) anti-trapping state. The 

magnetic field is then swept to a bias field of 3.8 G to provide tighter confinement. 

The efficiency of their magnetic trap cooling is greatly improved*, and yields 7 x 107 

6Li atoms after sympathetic cooling. 

We use a similar idea to remove unwanted states of 7Li in the magnetic trap, 

but without a field sweep. A previous experiment of RF spectrum transition of 87Rb 

shows that the mF hyperfine levels can be well resolved at 0.4 G level even at MOT 

temperature (typically 1 mK) (Figs. 2.6 and 2.7) [25]f. That means an applied RF 

sweep without a large magnetic field can still remove unwanted states in the magnetic 

trap. Figure 2.8 shows the untrapping and evaporation RF transitions of 7Li in the 

magnetic trap. The RF polarization is perpendicular to the magnetic field and drive 

transitions with jj.mF = ±l. The untrapping transition is applied with a single RF 

sweep targeted at the 11, -1) -t 12, -2) and the 12,1) -t 11,0) transition respectively 

centered at -3jj. and + 1jj. shifted from the 803.5 MHz hyperfine level splitting at 

zero field. The RF sweep has a 20 ms pulse duration and is fired after turning on the 

magnetic trap for 5 ms, both are optimized experimentally. Appendix B has details 

on the calculation of the evaporation transition Zeeman shift 3jj. = 2.1 MHz/G. 

Tests on removing unwanted states demonstrate a substantial increase of atom 

*They reported a 35% increase of loading efficiency from MOT to magnetic trap compared with 
their standard F = 1 BEC experiment [24J. 

t A similar result is seen from the mF-Ievel EIT (Electromagnetically induced transparency) 
experiment in a 87Rb MOT [25, 26]. 
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Figure 2.6 : (a) The experimental setup of 87Rb RF spectrum. (b) The RF driven 
transition. Atoms are prepared in the F = 1 state. A fluorescence probe detects 
atoms driven by RF to anyone of the mF state at F = 2. There are total 7 different 
transition frequencies. 
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Figure 2.7 : The RF spectrum from the setup of Fig. 2.7 where 0 MHz corresponds 
to the transition at zero field. Since the field is perpendicular to the RF polarization, 
the f::lmF = ±1 transitions dominate, which correspond to the four large peaks. 
This data shows the RF transition can be well identified even at MOT temperature 
( rv 1 mK) and low bias field , a finding that we utilize to do RF untrapping at low 
bias field in the magnetic trap. 
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Figure 2.8 : Zeeman levels and RF transitions used to remove unwanted states of 
7Li. The RF polarization is perpendicular to the magnetic field and drive transitions 
with llmp = ±l. Black dot and dotted line represents the desired 12, 2) state in the 
magnetic field. Orange dot and dashed line represents the unwanted states and the 
untrapping transition where II = 0.7 MHz/G. The transition frequencies are given 
at the top of the figure. 

number. In the magnetic trap after evaporation, 7Li atoms increase by 10%* and 

6Li by 28%t. This also improves the 6Li signal after loading and evaporating in the 

optical trap, since the magnetic trap atoms are colder. The number of atoms in the 

single beam optical trap are increased by 50% after evaporation+. This unt rapping 

method also reduces fluctuation in atom number during data taking. In the 1D 

experiments as will be discussed in Chapter 5, we have an atom number of ",2 x 105 

per state using this method. 

This method provides a simple remedy when optical pumping is not perfect and 

greatly improves the atom number. On the other hand it also serves as a diagnosis 

for the optical pumping: if it does make huge difference , the optical pumping may 

* 12/17/09 test, shot 13-18 
t 4/23/09 t est , shot 10-15 
+4/21 / 09 t est , shot 4-8 
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need to be improved. An additional advantage with this is the reduced fluctuation 

in the atom number from shot to shot. We have been implementing this for the data 

taking in Chapter 4 where a stable atom number is important for normalizing the 

photoassociated atom signal. We turned out taking less (!"V3) data sets for statistics, 

but have comparable or better standard deviation in the averaged atom number than 

without utilizing this method with 4-6 data sets. 

2.2 Implementation of the Crossed Beam Optical Trap 

The crossed beam optical trap is the latest IR trap on our experiment, developed by 

Guthrie Partridge in 2007, with electronics/control/intensity stabilization by Tobias 

Paprotta. It is powered by an IPG YLR-35-1064-LP-SF laser at wavelength ,\ = 

1064 nm and maximum 35 Woutput. The beams are coupled through optical fibers 

to eliminate the pointing noise and are intensity stabilized to reduce the intensity 

noise. The crossed beam trap can also be combined with the old single beam optical 

trap to form a trap with a variable aspect ratio (AR) from 3 to 30. The crossed beams 

when retro-reflected at the same polarization form a 2D lattice of ID tubes with AR 

!"V 1000. Much of the set-up has been described in Tobias Paprotta's Masters' thesis 

[12J. In the following sections I will mostly discuss the beam waist measurement, 

alignment and the trap frequency calculation and measurement. 

Figure 2.9 shows the crossed and single beam trap configurations. The single 

beam trap propagates axially along z and the crossed beam trap lies radially in 

the x' and y' directions, with the (x', y') coordinates rotated 30° from the CCD 

coordinates (x, y). All the optical trap beams are spatially combined with the MOT 

laser path using dichroic mirrors. The liquid crystal variable retarders (LCVRs) 

are also shown, which is for the retro-beam polarization control. Table 2.1 lists the 



Abbreviation 

M-trap 
C N or CNorth 

C s or CSouth 

Z-trap 

Description 

Magnetic trap 
The North arm of the Crossed beam trap 
The South arm of the Crossed beam trap 
The single beam trap 

Table 2.1 : The abbreviation list of traps 

Direction 

z (axial) 
y' (radial) 
x'(radial) 
z (axial) 
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names and abbreviations of the traps that will be mentioned in the following sections. 

Figure 2.10 specifies the coordinate system of (x', y') and (x, y) when viewing from 

the z direction. 

On-site Beam Waist Measurement and Adjustment 

We need to know the beam waists precisely in order to calculate the trap frequency 

and trap depth. The original design called for elliptical beams with beam waists of 

54 x 233 11m2. In the mean time, we have measured the beam waists and made 

adjustments to make the beam waists as close as possible to the design. This section 

describes the procedure for beam waist measurement and tips for adjustment. 

The beam profiles are measured using the reflection from the dichroic windows 

combining the trap and MOT beams (Fig. 2.11). The reflected beam contain ""'0.1% 

power of the incident beam and focuses the same way as the transmitted beam. We 

measure the beam waists of the reflected beam near the (mirror-imaged) position of 

the atom cloud using a beam profiler borrowed from Tom Killian's lab. The reflected 

beam is also useful in re-aligning the crossed beam trap and will be discussed in 

Section 2.3. The measurement of the retro-reflected beam waists is done the same 

way, using the dichroic glass at the exit sides of the chamber. 

The incident beam comes from a fiber and is collimated. A pair of cylindrical 

lenses form a telescope to resize the laser beam waists to a 5 : 1 ratio, then a 

circular lens with a 500 mm focal length focuses the beam on the atoms. To adjust 
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Figure 2.9 : The crossed beam trap/lattice and single beam optical trap layout at 
the chamber. Note the orientation of chamber here is opposite to that in Fig. 2.l. 
Illustration by Tobias Paprotta. 
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Figure 2.10 : The coordinates system used for the crossed beam trap (x' , y') and the 
CCD imaging (x, y) when viewing in the z direction. The coordinates are 30° apart. 
The direction of gravity g is also specified. 
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Figure 2.11 : Setup of the crossed beam trap profile measurement. 
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the incident beam waists, move the cylindrical and circular lenses along the path 

independently to get the desired value. There are limited degrees of freedom to 

adjust, so the procedure is to make the smaller axis of the elliptical beam as close to 

the designed 54 Mm as possible, then adjust the large beam waist. This is because the 

smaller beam waist provides tighter confinement and has a much smaller Rayleigh 

length than the larger one. Figure 2.12 shows the measured incident beam waists. 

For the retro-reflected beams, there is only one circular lens to work with. The 

lens is used to collimate the incoming beam, and as the beam is reflected from the 

mirror , it will focus again to the same beam waist. The trick is to move the lens 

along the path to position the tight beam waist as close to the atom cloud as possible. 

Figure 2.13 shows the measured retro-reflected beam waists. 

Table 2.2 summarizes the beam waists of the entire crossed beam system and 
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Wr(pm) Wz(pm) R~ (mm) R~(mm) 

CN incident 54.3 234.5 8.71 162.4 
Cs incident 54.2 237.0 8.67 165.8 
CN retro 57.3 246.6 9.69 179.6 
Cs retro 53.3 240.0 8.39 170.1 
Z-trap incident 30.0 2.62 

Table 2.2: The radial r (x' or y', see Fig 2.10) and z direction crossed beam trap beam 
waists (Wn Wz) and the corresponding Rayleigh lengths (R~, R~), with ..\ = 1064 
nm. Values of the circular Z-trap are also included for reference, with ..\ = 1080 nm. 

the corresponding Rayleigh length RL = (1TW2)j..\ where W is the beam waist. The 

Rayleigh length specifies the precision tolerance of focusing. The R~ is almost 20 

times smaller than R~, which is why the beam waist adjustment and focusing is more 

important in the r direction. 

2.3 Aligning and Focusing the Crossed Beam '!rap 

The crossed beam trap alignment is complicated due to its many degrees of freedom: 

each arm has incident and retro-reflected beams and each has 3 spatial directions 

to move. This totals 12 adjustment knobs. The order of aligning is also important. 

A new section is therefore dedicated to explain the alignment procedure in detail. 

After the set-up of the crossed beam trap, the order of adjustment is 

1. "Finding" the incident beams: rough alignment and focusing 

2. Incident beam pointing 

3. Incident beam focusing 

4. Retro beam pointing 

5. Retro beam focusing 
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Usually the pointing needs to be checked every two to three weeks under normal 

operation or after major adjustments on the trap optics platform. The precision re

quirement is within 10 /-tm and any small bump on the optics may result in substan

tial misalignment. On the other hand, the focus is relatively insensitive to pointing 

change and only needs to be adjusted once, unless after major changes. Therefore 

once aligned, the focusing steps may be skipped when correcting the pointing. 

2.3.1 "Finding" the Crossed Beam Trap 

After adjusting the beam waists, we need to "find" the position for the trap where 

atoms can be caught. Considering that the typical atom cloud after evaporation is 

only '" 100 /-tm radially, this is not a simple job and may require some luck. Fortu

nately, there are some procedures with which the chance of finding it from scratch is 

greatly improved. 

First, roughly align the beams to the center of both the input and output chamber 

view ports, with the aid of the home-made view port caps, which have the center 

marked. Then we prepare the atoms for the search. Usually we use either 7Li or 

6Li atoms after evaporation in the M-trap (magnetic trap, see Table 2.1 for the trap 

abbreviaitons) as the target*. The atom cloud size in the axial and radial directions 

is (Rz, R,.) ~ (1000,100) /-tm . 

Start with the incident of eN at ",5 W power. The eN has 30° angle to the 

horizon and can trap atoms by itself (from experience). After the M-trap cooling, 

turn on the eN and turn off the M-trap and allow 1 s overlap. Take absorption 

or fluorescence images to search for signs of atoms in the optical trap. Repeat the 

sequence and do ~ 2D search with the eN translational stage that holds the spherical 

lens, using steps of 1000 /-tm axially and 200 /-tm radially as shown in Fig. 2.14a. 

*7Li is easier under the current experimental setup. 
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Figure 2.14b shows an image of atoms once caught by the CN. The procedure is 

similar to the Z-trap search but the target size is (100,100) 11m from the z direction. 

The step size for searching for the Z-trap are 200 by 200 11m for its translational 

stage. 

It is possible to increase the target size by stopping the M-trap evaporation at 

a higher trap depth. However this makes the atom cloud hotter, which reduces the 

number of trapped atoms and makes the image fainter. Tests show increasing the 

trap depth to 30 MHz above trap bottom can still yield atoms in the Z-trap*. Note, 

the CN or Cs has only ",12 11K trap depth even at 5 W power. Due to their much 

larger beam waists, this trap depth is much lower than the Z-trap with ",200 11K at 

2W. 

The search can also be done with the aid of an aligned Z-trap. For this, turn on 

the Z-trap and CN simultaneously and search for the bulge at the intersection. The 

step size has to be changed to 1000 11m axially and 100 11m radially. The reduced 

radial step is to accommodate the small beam waist of the single beam trap (",30 11m). 

The single beam trap has to be operated at much lower power, typically at 200 m W 

(8.7 11K), to make the bulge clearer. Fig. 2.14(c) shows the atoms trapped in the 

intersection of these two traps. 

After aligning the CN, we leave it on to search for the Cs. The Cs has a 60° 

angle from the horizon and its axial confinement is not strong enough to work against 

gravity at this angle, so it cannot trap atoms itself. The target size of the CN is 

about 466 11m axially and 400 11m radiallyt. Move the Cs at a step size of 1000 11m 

axially and 500 11m radially at each run and search for any sign of atoms trapped in 

their crossing. Figure 2.14(d) shows the atoms in the crossing when both beams are 

*04 Feb 2010 test. 
tThe radial direction of the C s corresponds to the propagation direction of the eN, see Fig. 

2.10. 
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aligned. 

The C s was moved to avoid a stain in the center of a view port. This makes it 

extremely hard to re-align since the rough alignment with the view port is not easy 

- the beam size at the view port is a few mm in size and any view-port alignment 

marker, good to approximately 2 mm, is not precise enough. A tip is developed to 

help re-aligning: use the CCD mentioned in Section 2.2 and Fig. 2.15. The image 

at the CCD mirrors the position of the atoms. First, find the Cs position to trap 

atoms while the Cs beam is centered on the view port (Le. it goes through the 

stain). Mark this pixel on the CCD as it corresponds to the atom location. After 

that the C s is free to move with the translational stage of the focusing lens to avoid 

the stain. Alignment with the atom is done by adjusting the mirror of the Cs to 

guide the spot on the CCD to overlap with the original mark, then the Cs hits the 

atoms again. The precision is within 50 11m (the pixel size of the CCD), which is 

much better than using the view-port alignment marker. 

The rough alignment at this stage can locate the crossed beam trap to within 10 

J1m precision (with respect to the focusing lens translational stage readings), limited 

by the resolution to identify the symmetry of the trap position. 

2.3.2 Aligning the Incident Beam Pointings 

This section describes how to fine-tune the position of the crossed beam trap to 

within 5 J1m precision with the aid of an aligned Z-trap. This usually has to be 

repeated before data taking to ensure good alignment. 

The target is evaporatively-cooled 6Li atoms in the Z-trap at ",,30 m W (1.3 J1K) 

with a fitted temperature, Tfit below 0.17 TF . The colder the atoms, the sharper the 

edges (wings) of the atom cloud, which improves the imaging and aligning resolution. 

The crossed beam trap is at 1-2 W (2.5-4.9 J1K) for this alignment. The higher 
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Figure 2.14 : Absorption images of 7Li atoms after M-trap evaporation, caught in 
different traps: a) M-trap, b) CN only, c) CN + weak Z-trap and d) CN + Cs. The 
frame size is 1725 x 465 11m2 each. 
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the crossed beam power, the smaller the atom cloud in the z direction, which also 

increases the alignment resolution. However, the power should not exceed 2 W , 

otherwise the potential is dominated by the crossed beam trap and the atoms fall 

away, even when well aligned. 

Align one of the crossed beams at a time and block the retro-reflected beams. 

Turn on the crossed beam with the Z-trap and take images of atoms at different 

crossed beam positions at 10 /-Lm steps, by moving the translational stage of the 

crossed beam focusing lens. Figure 2.16 shows the absorption images of the atoms 

at the intersection of the Z-trap and eN beam, with 10 /-Lm vertical steps between 

images. At about 40 /-Lm from the aligned center, the intersection does not hold 

atoms; at 70 /-Lm away, the atoms stay in the Z-trap. The aligned position is at 

the center of these images. The precision can be within 5 /-Lm (one half tick on the 

translational stage). Repeat these steps for the other beam. 
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Figure 2.16: 6Li atoms in the intersection of the Z-trap and ON , with ON at different 
radial positions. The step size of ON is 10 /-Lm between frames, and refers to the 
focusing-lens translational stage Y (vertical) dial with 0 the aligned position. The 
image frame size is 983 x 154 /-Lm2 each. 
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x 

z 

Figure 2.17 : 6Li atoms in the aligned crossed beam trap, CN + Cs. The x and z 
axes label the CCD coordinates in Fig. 2.10. The image frame size is identical to 
Fig. 2.16. 

Figure 2.17 shows the atoms in the intersection of CN and Cs when both are well 

aligned. The x and z axes correspond to that of the CCD coordinates in Fig. 2.10. 

2.3.3 Focusing Incident Beams 

The focus of an optical trap is usually aligned by moving it to where the atoms 

are trapped. This is straightforward for horizontal traps like the Z-trap. However, 

aligning the crossed beam trap is more complicated due to its vertical layout and the 

effect of gravity. The crossed beams do not have strong enough confinement along 

the beam path and atoms may offset or fall from the focus due to gravity. The CN 

can trap atoms at 2 W, but Cs cannot trap atoms even at 6 Wand it is the more 

difficult beam to align*. We therefore developed a special way to focus our crossed 

beam trap. 

The idea is to use the intersection of C Nand C s, then find the minimum atom 

cloud size in the x direction, Rx. As the focus moves, Rx changes with the beam waist 

and is a minimum at the focus. This can be quantified as follows: at low temperature 

and in a cylindrically symmetric trap, the Thomas-Fermi radius is given by 

2kBTF = J 21i£J (6N)1/6 ex W~/3 
mw2 mw2 4/3 ' r r Wr 

(2.4) 

where w = (W;wz)1/3 and (wr' wz) are the radial and axial trap frequencies. The 

*The Cs beam is 60° from the horizon and is more subject to gravity than the 30° tilted CN' 
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change of focus affects the beam waist and the effective W r . At the focus, the beam 

waist is a minimum and has the maximum Wr (see Eq. 2.13). Note, since the Rayleigh 

range R~ is almost 20 times larger than R~ (see Table 2.2), a change in Rz is less 

obvious than in Rx for the same amount of focus movement. 

Figure 2.18 shows the fitted Rx , with respect to the focus position of CN, varied 

by moving the translational stage of the lens. The radii are normalized to (N/No)1/6 

to reduce fluctuations from the atom number N and No is the average. This is 

necessary since the trap depth varies and N can fluctuate by more than a factor of 2. 

Re-aligning the pointing in Section 2.3.2, is necessary whenever the radial overlap is 

obviously off. The minimum of Rx appears to be deviated from that of Rz, resulting 

from the astigmatism in the CN as shown in Fig. 2.12, resulting from the residual 

imperfection of the beam shaping. The aspect ratio AR = Rz/ Rx has a maximum at 

the focus, see Fig. 2.19, which shows quantitatively how a mis-aligned focus results 

in a smaller AR. Figures 2.20 and 2.21 show the same measurement for Cs. 

After this, the focus was found to be 21 mm off in Cs (this is huge!) and 1.5 mm 

off in CN from the "rough" focusing position obtained with rulers and eyeballing. 

That means the incident beam waist at the intersection was 55 J.lm for C N, and 

92 J.lm for Cs, instead of the designed 54 J.lm (see Fig. 2.12 and Fig. 2.13). This 

explains the poor performance, like low trapping power, wrong AR, and incorrect 

trap frequency at the early test stage. 

2.3.4 Aligning and Focusing Retro Beams 

Retro beams should only be adjusted after finishing all the previous pointing align

ment and focusing. The retro beam alignment and focusing is easier since it does 

not involve using atoms. To align the retro beam pointing, maximize the power back 

through the fiber by steering the end mirror shown in Fig. 2.9. The beam should 
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Figure 2.18 : Focusing the incident CN. (Bottom) The radial Rx vs the CN focus 
dial position. Black squares: average data points. Each data point is the average of 
3 to 5 different measurements. Red curves: the Rayleigh fit. The minimum at 6.3 
mm (marked by the red arrow) corresponds to the dial setting at focus. The blue 
arrow is the previous dial position before this measurement . (Top) The same with 
the axial R z. The slight astigmatism makes the minimum different from R x. 
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Figure 2.19 : Aspect ratio vs the focus dial setting of the eN beam. The line is the 
polynomial fit to the data and shows a maximum also roughly at 6 mm. 
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Figure 2.21 : Aspect ratio vs focus dial of the CSouth beam. 
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not be clipped by any optics on the way back. 

To focus the retro beam, also maximize the power back through the fiber by 

adjusting the retro beam lens shown in Fig. 2.9. The fiber coupling is most efficient 

when the retro beam divergence is identical to the incident one, resulting in a max-

imized power back through the fiber. Figure 2.22 shows the measured power back 

though the fiber versus the retro-Iens position. The relationship may be complicated 

due to fiber coupling, but it is sufficient to fit to a high-order polynomial and locate 

the maximum. 

2.4 Atoms in the Crossed Beam Trap or Lattice 

In this section, I will introduce how to calculate the trap depth and frequency of the 

crossed beam trap and lattices. Additionally, the issue of using the rotating-wave-

approximation (RWA) in calculating the trap depth will be discussed. Then I will 

present how to measure the frequency in the trap and lattices. 

2.4.1 Trap Depth and Frequency in a 3D Optical Trap 

In an Elliptic Beam 

The trap potential of neutral atoms in an optical trap is given by [27] 

U (T) = _ ftr2 
[ 1 + 1 ] I ( T) 

4 W - Wo W + Wo I Sat 
(2.5) 

where r is the transition width, W is the laser frequency, Wo is the transition frequency, 

ISat is the saturation intensity of the transition and I(T) is the position-dependent 

laser intensity. This can also be represented with wavelengths (A, Ao) by letting 
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y 
x 

Figure 2.23 : An elliptic Gaussian beam propagating in the z direction. This (x, y, z) 
coordinates correspond to the Z-trap in the experiment (Fig. 2.10). For the CN , use 
(z, x', y') (where the laser propagates in y'); for Cs , use (z, y' , x') (where the laser 
propagates in x'). 

W = 27fc/ A and Wo = 27fc/ AO and 

U(r) = _ Itr
2 

I(r) AOA ( 1 + 1 ). 
4 ISat 27fc AO - A AO + A 

(2.6) 

The RWA says in Eq. 2.6, the term with (A+AO) can be ignored, when A is close to AO 

[28]. But for our experiment, A = 1064 nm is not close to AO = 671 nm. Actually the 

term with (A+AO) can contribute to (AO-A)/(AO+A) = (1064-671)/(1064+671) = 

22.7% of the trap potential as compared with the RWA! We therefore should not use 

the RWA in calculating the trap frequencies or depth. 

Consider an elliptic Gaussian beam at power P propagating along z with beam 

waists (Wx(z), Wy(z)) in the (x, y) directions , respectively as shown in Fig. 2.23. 

This (x, y, z) coordinates are a general representation and coincides with the Z-trap 

in Fig. 2.10. For the CN we replace the coordinates with (z, x' , y') and for Cs with 

(z, y', x'). The intensity I(r) has the profile [29]: 

I(r) (2.7) 

(2.8) 
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W.(z) ~ W. 1+ UJ (2.9) 

where Wx - Wx(O) and Wy - Wy(O). When x « Wx and y = ° = Z, the potential 

U (fj can be expanded as 

where 

with 

U(fj U(x,O,O) = -Uo exp (-~;) ~ -Uo (1- ~;) 
_ -Uo + ~ (4Uo) x 2 

2 W; 

10 = 1(r = 0) = 2P 
7rWxWy 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

Equation 2.10 is the equation of a simple harmonic oscillator with an effective spring 

constant K = 4Uo/W;. The condition x « Wx is applicable to our crossed beam 

trap: the atom cloud radius in the long arm, R ~ 80 /-lm, is much smaller than the 

beam waist of 236 /-lm, and in the short arm R ~ 26 /-lm« 54 /-lm beam waist. The 

trap frequency can be simply derived from the formula for a harmonic oscillator: 

(2.13) 

The frequency along Z at trap center can be derived from Eq. 2.8 with x = ° = y: 

I(O,O,z) 

(2.14) 
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where we assume z « R~ and R~ and use Eq. 2.12. In practice RL is in the order 

of mm (see Table 2.2) and this approximation is good with our cloud size. The trap 

depth is 

(2.15) 

with an effective spring constant K = Uo (1/(R~)2 + 1/(R~)2). Thus the frequency 

in z is 

Wz - Uo (1 1) 
m (R~)2 + (R{;)2 . (2.16) 

For a symmetric (circular) beam with Wx = Wr = Wy and R~ = RL = R~, the Wz 

can be related to the radial frequency Wr with RL = (rrW;)/A and Eq. 2.13, so 

(2.17) 

Since Wr » A, W Z is much smaller than Wr. 

We now plug in some numbers for the Z-trap and the crossed beam trap. 

Example 1 Calculation of the Uo and Wr for 6Li atom in the Z-trap where Wx = 

Wy = Wr = 30 /lm, and AO = 1080 nm. The 6Li atom has A = 671 nm, r = (2-rr) 5.9 

MHz, ISat = 5.1 mW/cm2 [8]. 

Plug in these numbers into Equations 2.11,2.12 and 2.13 and we have 

Uo = 42.2 x P (/lK /W), 

Wr = (27r) 2.57 x vIP (kHz/v'W), 

where P is the laser power in Watts (W). 
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Example 2 Calculation of Uo and trap frequencies for 6Li atoms in CN (incident 

beam only) with Wz = 236 f.1m, Wx' = 54 f.1m, Ao= 1064 nm, and power P: 

For C N the coordinates are in (z, x', y'), and 

Uo 3.0 x P (f.1K/W) 

(271") 87.1 x vIP (Hz/Vw) 

(271") 381 x vIP (Hz/Vw) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

Note how much the trap depth and frequency drop when resizing the beam from 

30 x 30 f.1m2 to 236 x 54 f.1m2. Another way is to "scale" from the result of the 

previous example with Ao = 1064 nm. From Eq. 2.11 and 2.12, the trap depth scales 

as 1/ (Wz Wx ' ). Assuming both wavelengths Ao are identical, 

Uo = Uoz x W;/(WzWx') = 42.6 x P x 302/(236 x 54) = 3.0 x P (f.1K/W) 

And from Equation 2.13, the trap frequency scales as 1/(W;/2w;f2) in the x' direc

tion and 1/(W]/2W;f2) in the z direction. 

Wz Wr X W; /(W;/2W;f2) = (271") 2579 x vIP x 302/(2363/ 2 X 541/ 2 ) 

(271") 87.1 x vIP (Hz/Vw) 

wx' wr x W; /(W;/2W;!2) = (271") 2579 x vIP x 302/(2361/ 2 X 543/ 2 ) 

(271") 381 x vIP (Hz/Vw) 

Both are identical to the results from the first method. The second method is espe

cially useful for traps with different beam waists. 

In the Crossed Beam Trap 

Figure 2.24 shows the configuration and trap profile in z and y' of the crossed 
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Figure 2.24 : The crossed beam configuration in the experiment. In the right shows 
the trap profile in the z and x' direction; the latter corresponds to the eN radial 
direction. 

beam trap. Both beams have the same beam waists Wz and Wx' = Wyl - Wr and 

they cross at their foci. The frequency in z is derived form Eq. 2.13 with the sum of 

individual trap depth uf: and U5, thus 

(2.21) 

And for the x' and y' directions, the effective trap depth is provided by the C sand 

eN beam only as shown in the trap profile in y'. Therefore, 

1 f!S (27r)- _0 , 
7rWr m 

(2.22) 

Wyl (27r)_1_VU: 
7rWr m 

(2.23) 
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For the symmetric case where the trap depth Ut' = uff - Uo and W x' = wy' - Wr') 

Wz (27r)_1_J2UO , 
7rWz m 

(2.24) 

1 ~o (27r)- -. 
7rWr m 

(2.25) 

Example 3 Calculation of the trap depth and frequency of the crossed beam trap, 

CN + Cs, with incident beams only. The beam powers are PN in the CN and Ps in 

the C s. Assuming equal beam waists. 

The trap depth is a simple sum: 

Ut' + uff = 3.0 X (PN + Ps ) (/LK/W) 

To calculate the trap frequency, the simplest way is to start from Equation 2.10. 

Combining beams with different power or beam waists is similar to parallel springs 

with different spring constants (which is like using the method 2 in Example 2). In 

the axial direction, 

Wz = J(Wf)2 + (w~)2 = (27r) 87.1..jPN + Ps (Hz/VW) 

In the radial direction: since the beams cross at 90°, the trapping in x' comes 

from the radial confinement of C N and the axial confinement from C s, as shown in 

Fig. 2.24. The axial frequency of Cs is estimated from Eq. 2.16, with coordinates 

(z, y', x'): 

where R~ = (7rW;)/A = 164 mm and R~, = (7rW;,)/A = 8.61 mm. Thus w:, = 

(27r)0.01ffs, which is 4 order of magnitude smaller than W x' of CN (Eq. 2.20) and 
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can be ignored. Thus in x' we only consider the radial confinement from C N, and in 

y' from Cs: 

W x ' = (21f) 381V&(Hz/JW) 

wy' = (21f) 381VPs(Hz/JW) 

The resulting trap with PN = Ps has aspect ratio 381/(87.1 x V2) = 3.09. 

Whenever the beam waists or powers are not identical (as in the real case, see 

Table 2.2), use the scaling method: For the axial frequency, calculate the individual 

W z and do the root square sum; for the radial frequencies, each beam contributes 

individually. 

2.4.2 Calculation of the Lattice Depth and Frequency 

In the ID Lattice 

Retro-refiecting a laser beam along its original path with aligned polarizations 

makes 1D standing waves. We need to consider asymmetric incident and retro-beam 

amplitudes, since the retro-refiected beam is more attenuated by additional optics in 

the path than the incident beam. 

We need to consider the electric field when dealing with interference. Assume the 

laser is propagating along r with an electric-field amplitude A for the incident beam 

and B for the retro-refiected beam. For the range of interest the atom cloud radii are 

much smaller than the Rayleigh lengths and A and B can be viewed as constants. 

The incident and retro-refiected electric fields can be represented as 

Ein(r, t) = Aei(kr-wt) (2.26) 

(2.27) 
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where k = 27r / A is the wave vector, w is the frequency of the laser and 8 is the phase 

difference between the two fields. Without the retro-reflected beam, the trap depth 

Uo is proportional to the laser intensity 10 through Eq. 2.11, thus 

(2.28) 

where EO is the dielectric constant in vacuum. Under this condition the imaginary 

parts of Ein(r, t) in r and t are all averaged out. The resulting trap depth Uo is 

constant, see Fig. 2.25. Whenever a mirror is set up to retro reflect the laser beam, 

the mirror position serves as the node of the standing wave, since the electric field 

must be zero at the surface. In this case Ein(r, t) and Eret(r, t) are out of phase and 

8 can be set to 7r. The incident and retra-reflected beam interfere by adding their 

electric fields: 

E(r, t) - Ein(r, t) + Eret(r, t) = e-iwt (Aeikr - Bei(-kr)) 

_ e-iwteikr [A _ Bei(-2kr)] 

- e-iwteikr [(A - Bcos(2kr)) + iBsin(2kr)]. 

The lattice intensity is proportional to the absolute value of E(r, t) squared: 

IE(r, t)12 - A2 - 2ABcos(2kr) + B2cos2(2kr) + B 2sin2(2kr) 

_ A2 + B2 - 2ABcos(2kr) 

which is t-independent. This can be related to the lattice intensity h(r) as 

h(r) = ~€O IE(r, t)12 = ~€O (A2 + B2 - 2ABcos(2kr)) 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 
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Figure 2.25 : The electric field and potential for the incident and retro beam and 
the resulting ID lattice. The black dash represent the electric field while the blues 
line represent the time-averaged potential. Uo is proportional to 10 = fA 2 /2 and is 
defined in Eq. 2.11. 

(2.31) 

The lattice potential V (r) is proportional to I L (r) through Eq. 2.11; represented in 

terms of Uo , 

(2.32) 

where the depth of lattice modulation Va 4( B / A) Uo is defined as the "lattice 

depth" . When there is no return loss , A Band Vo = 4Uo. The interference 

results in twice the trap (lattice) depth than incoherently overlapping the two traps 

(2Uo). Usually the returning power Iret < 10 due to the attenuation by the retro-side 

chamber windows and retro beam optics, and Va = 4JIret/IoUo. 

The frequency in z (perpendicular to the propagation direction) can be derived 
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Figure 2.26 : 2D lattices formed by intersecting two standing waves. The resulting 
1D tubes is in the z direction. (Illustration by Guthrie Partridge.) 

the same way as in Equation 2.13: 

L (1 Wo) 
W z = 27r 7rW

z 
V -;;;; , (2.33) 

The frequency in the propagation direction r (the lattice frequency) , wf - WJ.., is 

derived by expanding the lattice potential in r as in Eq. 2.10. The lattice potential 

V (f) can be expanded through the cosine term as 

(2.34) 

With the effective spring constant K = 2 X VOk2
, the resulting frequency can be 

derived from Eq. 2.13: 

W-L = (K = J2Vo P = kJ2VO = (21r)~J2Vo. V-:;;; m m A m 
(2.35) 

In the 2D Lattice 

Intersecting two of these standing waves at a right angle makes the 2D optical 
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lattices, see Fig. 2.26, where the resulting ID tubes are in the z direction. Assume 

the lattice depth of the standing waves are VON in x' and Vl in y' and both has the 

same beam waists Wz . The lattice depth sums up in z, similar to the crossed beam 

trap profile in Fig. 2.24. The resulting frequency w~ along the ID tube is 

(2.36) 

On the other hand, for the lattice frequency in x' or y', the lattice depth is the 

same as in the individual ID lattice, since the confinement is provided only in their 

individual directions. Therefore, 

(2.37) 

2.4.3 Measuring the Crossed Beam Trap Frequencies 

The accurate determination of the trap frequencies is important for precision mea-

surements like temperature and chemical potential of the atom cloud. Although they 

can be calculated, by experimentally measuring the trap frequencies and comparing 

to the calculated values, errors in the setup or calculation are discovered, should they 

exist. 

Atoms in an optical trap oscillate harmonically for sufficiently small amplitudes. 

We can drive dipole oscillations, and when the trap frequency is low and within the 

resolution of the experimental setup, the oscillation can be directly recorded and the 

frequency directly extracted from the movement of the atoms. This is the typical 

procedure we use for measuring W z of the Z-trap, which is at abut 9 Hz [8]. 

For higher trap frequencies, like the axial frequency of the crossed beam trap 
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Figure 2.27: Our setup to measure W z . An atom loss peak emerges when the 
modulation frequency W is close to W z . w is applied through the gradient coil. 

(CN + Cs) where a typical W z ~ (27r) 200 Hz, the movements are usually too fast to 

be identified or recorded in phase. In this case, we modulate the trap at frequency 

wand record the number of atoms left in the trap as a function of w. Whenever 

w equals wz , the atoms move "in phase" with the modulation and escape from the 

trap. We therefore identify W z by the loss peak in the measured spectrum. Figure 

2.27 shows the experimental setup for this. 

The modulation can be applied to the trap amplitude (parametric heating) [30] , 

pointing [8] and even wavelength (for lattice measurement in Section 2.4.4). Prelim

inary measurements of the trap/lattice frequency using (hot) 7Li atoms have been 

described in [12]. Here I will show the improved measurements using cold 6Li atoms. 

In a crossed beam trap or lattice, the atoms experience different trap frequencies 

depending on their position. Then the effective "trap frequency" is no longer a single 

value, but a range depending on how far the atoms are distributed. This is reflected in 

the measurement with a broadened loss peak. The frequency calculations described 

in Section 2.4.2 and 2.4.1 are valid only at the trap center. The advantage of using 

colder atoms is the smaller cloud size which reduces broadening. For example, in 

a crossed beam trap running at about 1.7 W /beam, the atom cloud radius Rz is 

60% of the beam waist W z for hot atoms and less than 10% for cold atoms*. The 

*Here hot and cold refer to before and after evaporation in t he optical trap. Before the optical 
trap phase, the atoms are sympathetically cooled in the magnetic trap and both 7Li and 6Li are 
available for testing with temperature 0.5-1.5 p,K and on the order of 105-106 atoms depending on 
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corresponding frequencies at the edge of the atom cloud radii are 70% and 99% of 

the trap center, respectively. Therefore, using colder atoms dramatically increases 

the accuracy of the measurement. 

We measure the trap frequency W z in the z direction using the gradient coil. Mod-

ulation is applied through the current, resulting in a repetitive push in z. Compared 

to modulating the trap intensity [30], this only excites atoms in the z direction, al-

lowing unambiguous determination of W z . Since the trap depth is fixed during the 

entire process, the uncertainty in the effective trap depth is reduced in comparison 

to modulating the intensity. 

Figure 2.28 shows our W z measurement using cold 6Li atoms in a 3D crossed 

beam trap with retro beams. The laser power corresponds to a 12 Cr lattice (about 

2 W /beam). The modulation amplitude is kept small (usually 5-15% of the total 

gradient coil current*) so the peaks are sharp. The 193 (±10) Hz peak is very close 

to the corresponding theoretical calculation of 197 Hz t . 

The model of how the modulation coupled to the atoms is like playing the swings. 

The swing (atom cloud) with frequency W z returns to the starting point every (27r /wz ) 

the optical trap depth. This is easier and is used in the early experimental developing stage. Mea
surement with cold atom is available only for spin-mixed 6Li, limited by the current experimental 
setup. The corresponding temperature is < 100 nK with total atom number ",2 x 105 atoms. 

*The gradient field can be estimated by the Biot-Svart law [31J, 

(2.38) 

where Po = 47r X 10-7 (T·m/ A) is the Vacuum permeability, I is the total current, R is the radius 
of the coil, and z is the distance from the gradient coil center to the atoms. The coil runs at 5.4 A 
at unitarity and has total 98 turns, making 8.54 G field at the atoms. The gradient is from 8B/8z 
and equals -1.15 G/cm. For 5% current modulation the gradient drops to -1.10 G/cm momentarily, 
and for 15% modulation, to -0.98 G/cm. 

tThis is derived with bam waists from Table 2.2. Considering the window losses, the power of 
incident and retro-reftected power (Iin,Iret) is (1600, 1230) mW for CN and (1510, 1330) mW for 
Cs. We calculate the frequency of individual laser with Eq. 2.13 and root square sum them as 
in the method 2 in Example 2 in Section 2.4.1 for the all four beams (incidents and retros of CN 

and Cs). The beam waists and window losses are integrated in the program "Lab/calc/Trap freq 
calculator 111309.xls" for quick outputs. 
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Figure 2.28 : Axial frequency measurement in the 3D trap with the trap laser power 
equivalent to 12 fr lattice, modulating through the gradient coil. The red dash 
indicates the calculated axial frequency at 197 Hz. The measured frequency is 193 
(± 10) Hz. 
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s, or equivalently (!:it = 21mlwz) s where n is an integer. If the push also repeats 

every !:it, it is in phase with the atom cloud oscillation and increases the ampli

tude of oscillation; for atoms they are heated and escape from the trap, resulting 

in observable loss peaks. The corresponding frequencies are 211"I!:it = wzln. The 

measurement in Fig. 2.28 also shows a peak around 100 (±5) which corresponds to 

the n = 2 sub-harmonic. We also expect no peaks at frequencies higher than wz , 

which is consistent with our observations. 

Under the model of oscillations, peaks of sub-harmonics should also appear at 

1/3, 1/4, and every lin (where n is an integer) of 197 Hz. There are two reasons that 

peaks are not obvious at wzln for higher n's: one is due to the way we modulate the 

atoms at a fixed 500 ms duration, and the number of push decreases with increasing 

n. For example, while there are 50 pushes at 100 Hz, there are only 25 pushes at 

50 Hz an.d so forth, making the peaks less obvious for higher n. This effect can be 

measured with more points around these frequencies. The other reason is due to the 

finite thermal spread of the atom cloud and the anharmonicity of the trap [32], which 

tend to lose the phase of oscillations with the push at a higher number (n) of cycles. 

This effect also makes the measured resonance frequency lower than calculated even 

for n = 1, which is observed in our measurement and also in Ref. [32]. 

Since we do not have independent coil control to modulate in r as in z, we can 

instead modulate the intensity [30] for the radial trap frequency wr . The setup is 

similar to that in Fig. 2.27 except the modulation is isotropic. The problem with 

this is the frequencies are similar in our crossed beam trap: Wr is only 3 times 

larger than W z . Together with the frequency peaks from parametric heating 2wr and 

2wz , the spectrum is nearly indistinguishable due to finite peak width in our early 

measurements with 7Li. Thus, this does accentuate the advantage of modulating 

with the grad coil for measuring W z . 
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2.4.4 Measuring the Frequencies in the ID Tubes 

Frequency along the ID tubes 

To measure the frequency along the 1D tubes w~, we use the same technique for 

measuring W z in a 3D trap. We load cold* 6Li atoms in the lattice and modulate 

the axial potential with the gradient coil. Figure 2.29 shows the measurement of w~ 

in a 12 Er deep lattice where Er = h2/(2m>..)2 = 1.41 f..Lm is the recoil energy. The 

measured peak appears at (27r) 197 (±5) Hz, which is rv30% less than the calculated 

(27r) 278.7 Hzt. With the well-calibrated beam waist, laser power and retro-beam 

polarization, there must be some other nontrivial reason for this. 

One explanation is the correction from the radial zero-point energy in 1D pro

posed by David Huse [33]. In our 1D setting the radial frequency WJ.. and the 

resulting zero-point energy is large, and we have to consider the zero-point ener

gies from the two radial directions (x', y'). Assume wi' (z) = wr (z) = wJ..(z) so 

Eo = 2 x {u;;J../2 = (u;;J.., where the z dependence is from the variation of laser power 

along z with V(z) = Voe- 2z2 / W ;. From Eq. 2.13, 

(2.39) 

And the resulting zero-point energy is 

Eo(z) = (u;;J..(z) = {u;;J.. - ~~ Z2 
z 

(2.40) 

·Spin-mixed 6Li atoms evaporated in the optical trap. The temperature is below 0.2 TF ( ...... 100 
nK). 

tThe beam waists and laser power are identical to the W z measurement in the 3D trap; see the 
footnotes in the previous section. Here we use Eq. 2.33 to estimate the contribution of wf from 
one (incident + retro) arm, and root square sum the contribution from the two arms. 
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Figure 2.29 : T he w~ measurement along the 1D tube direction by modulating the 
gradient coil in z . The blue dash indicates the calculat ed base frequency 278.7 
Hz, and red dot indicates the measured frequency of about 197 Hz. See text for 
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with an effective spring constant K = 2nw~/W;, but the negative sign in Z2 means 

it is anti-trapping. The correction WE is 

WE = (K = tlM~ = (2,,-) _1_J2nw~ V;;, mWz 21fWz m 
(2.41) 

which equals (21f) 110 Hz in a 12 Er deep lattice. 

The resulting effective frequency is 

(2.42) 

which is lower than w~ derived without considering the zero point energy. With 

W~ = (21f) 279 Hz and WE = (21f) 110 Hz, we have w~ff = (21f) 256 Hz, or rv8% less 

than w~. 

Thus even with the z dependent zero-point energy correction, a rv22% discrepancy 

remains. Other factors include the z dependence of the 1D binding EB = 0.6nw~(z) 

(which only works at unitarity [34]), but is in a trapping configuration (which in

creases the effective frequency) [35]. In conclusion, a rv22% discrepancy between 

measurement and calculation in w~ff remains, and we need to find the explanation 

and include them in the calculation. 

Intensity modulation for measuring w~ can also work well under this 1D setting 

because the radial frequency W ~ is 1000 times larger than w~. Besides, for deep 

enough lattices, the effective modulation is only in z since atoms are frozen in the r 

direction. Figure 2.30 shows the w~ measurement at the same 12 Cr deep lattice by 

modulating the intensity. The peak at 210 Hz is slightly higher than the 197 Hz from 

modulating the gradient coil. The modulation in intensity may affect the effective 

trap depth, which in term affect the effective trap frequency; for this reason we think 
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Figure 2.30 : The w.f measurement along the 1D tube direction by modulating the 
laser intensity. 

the measurement of w.f by modulating the gradient coil is more accurate. 

Lattice frequency W..L 

The lattice frequency W..L, the radial frequency perpendicular to the 1D tubes , can 

be measured by modulating the wavelength of the trap laser. The lattice is formed 

by a standing wave with a fixed node at the surface of the end mirror. Modulating 

the wavelength effectively pushes the atoms in the radial direction of the lattice. 

Figure 2.31 shows the schematics of modulating the atoms in the lattice direction. 

The lattice depth Vo has a fixed node at the end mirror where the electric field is 

o. The change of wave length shifts the bottom of the lattice by ~A every A. At 

the atom cloud L ~ 1 m away from the end mirror, this effect is accumulated to 

~A x L/ A, which is large enough to modulate the atoms. 
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Figure 2.31 Schematics of the mechanism of lattice frequency W..l measurement. 
The black line represents the original lattice depth V (r) and the red dash represents 
the modulated V'(r). 

With rv±130 kHz modulation in the laser frequency (A = 1064 nm)* , this creates 

an offset of O.OOlA at the atoms. We modulate it for 2 s long to amplifier this effect. 

Figure 2.32 shows the lattice frequency measurement using 7Li atoms, in a rv9.5 Er 

lattice. Since the atoms are warm and spread throughout the lattice, the spectrum 

is subject to broadening since W..l depends on z and r. We expect an asymmetric 

spectrum with a sharp slope at the high frequency side of the dip which corresponds 

to W..l at the lattice center, and the modulations quenches for higher frequencies. 

There are two peaks in the figure: the smaller one centered at 160 kHz is close to the 

expected 167 kHz (blue dash) for the ",9.5 Er lattice depth. The lower one centered 

at rv 115 kHz is because the beam waists were incorrect at the time of measurement: 

one of the crossed beam waist Wr was ",92 /-Lm instead of the designed 54 /-Lm (and 

Wz was rv249 /-Lm instead of the designed 236 /-Lm). The corresponding W..l in this 

direction is 123 kHz (red dash) , which agrees well with the measurement. 

This measurement can be improved using cold (6Li) atoms, as explained in Section 

2.4.3. Besides it is better to couple the frequency directly to the switching AOM to 

avoid the frequency response of the yeo. 
*The veo has a slope of 4.5 MHz/V and we modulate the input with a ±30 m V sine wave, 

applyed to the eN beam only. 
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Figure 2.32 : The lattice frequency measurement. 

2.4.5 Summary of Trap and Lattice Frequency Calculation 
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Figure 2.33 gives a quick, one-page summary of the frequencies for the crossed beam 

trap and lattice with the parameters used in the experiment. The calculation is based 

on the assumption that the beam waists are identical for all incident and retro beams. 

The listed beam waists are the averages of both beams and is a good approximation 

since all the beam waists are all very close, see Table 2.2. 

For asymmetric beam waist cases, such as single beam trap combining one of the 

crossed beams, the root square sum method is more useful (see Example 2 in Section 

2.4.1). It can give a more accurate frequency for the crossed beam trap considering 

our beam waists are not identical. The trap frequency and depth calculation for 

the crossed beam trap has been integrated into the program "Lab/calc/Trap freq 

calculator 111309.xls" and those for the Z-trap in "Lab/calc/Trap freq calculator 
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Figure 2.33 : Frequency calculation of the crossed beam trap with the retro beams 
at trap and lattice settings, with experimental parameters. The figures on the right 
show the definition of trap depth Uo in the crossed beam trap. 

z-opt 082310.xls" for quick results. 

2.5 Imaging 

Since March 2010 we have set-up the CoolSnap interline camera. The interline func-

tion allows a fast probing interval as short as 0.5 I-lS, much faster than our previous 

Andor camera with a minimum interval of 27 I-lS [36, 8]. Besides for subsequent 

probes it requires no mask which is a major source of background fringes. Both can 

greatly improve the image quality, whenever the probe intensity and duration are 

optimized. 

With the development of crossed beam trap and 2D lattice, the atom cloud can 
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achieve very high optical density such that the on-resonance absorption image fails 

to work due to signal saturation. Under such case the phase contrast imaging is 

a better way to probe the atoms. Phase contrast imaging acquires the phase but 

not absorption of the atom cloud, using large probe detuning (to tens of r) and 

high probe intensity (to several ISat). The old imaging setup does not support 

the required detuning and intensity for phase contrast imaging, so we built a new 

one to meet these requirements, which is described in Section 2.5.1. The imaging 

focusing accompanying the replacement of camera is described in Section 2.5.4. The 

optimization for probe intensity and duration specifically for the 1D gases will be 

described in Section 5.2.4. The imaging pixel size of the camera also needs to be 

calibrated; details can be found in Ramsey Kamar's Masters thesis [37]. 

2.5.1 Imaging Optics Setup 

In order to achieve the desired phase contrast probe detuning and intensity, we 

have modified the imaging optics which was designed for low-intensity, on resonance 

absorption imaging [8]. The new imaging setup features with flexible detuning sep

aration between Sl and 82 (78 f'V 230 MHz), high probe intensity (up to 58.5 1/ Is), 

ease of detuning change and simplicity in operation*. 

Figure 2.34 shows the imaging setup for the 1D experiment at 890 G. The first 

double-pass 400 MHz AO provides the base frequency shift for the probe. The first 

fiber isolates the alignment change due to the frequency shift of the 400 MHz AO. 

The 120 MHz and 80 MHz AOs determine the frequency difference between the two 

probes. The first probe, coming from the 120 MHz AO, is transmitted through the 

70T /30R beam splitter to get higher power, allowing short probe intervals. The 120 

*With additional AOMs we can shift the probe frequency over a larger range and we no longer 
have to manually adjust the Spectra-Physics dye laser frequency knob between the 6Li MOT fre
quency and probing, as before. 
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Figure 2.34 : The imaging setup on the laser table. The numbers show the power 
and fiber coupling efficiency at time of the 1D experiment probing at 890 G. The 
single-pass efficiency of the 400 MHz AO drops from 90% at 350 MHz to 15% at 500 
MHz, limited by the RF amplifier frequency response. 

MHz AO can tune a frequency range from 80 to 150 MHz and the 80 MHz AO from 

60 to 100 MHz. With this flexibility we can use phase contrast imaging from more 

than 30 r detuning down to 0 r on resonance absorption imaging, covering a broad 

range of probe frequency settings. The current setup will not split power for the 6Li 

MOT, since the probe is off while the MOT is on. 

A high probe intensity helps reduce the CCD count noise (see Fig. 2.37), which 

increases the imaging sin. The current setup has higher probe intensity since it 
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splits power directly from the Spectra-Physics dye laser output (160-200 m W at the 

400 MHz AO), while the original setup has only ",20 m W to work with from the 

leftovers of the 6Li MOT fiber output and many beam splitting optics. Besides the 

use of polarization maintaining fibers and better fiber launchers improves the fiber 

coupling efficiency. 

To further increase the probe intensity the probe laser beam waist at the atoms 

W R was reduced from 1.465 mm to 0.8 mm, by taking out the 2 x telescope and 

adjusting the lens at the probe fiber output. The probe laser power at the chamber 

can be more than 3 m W. The probe intensity Ip is related to power P with 

2P 
Ip = W2. 

7r R 
(2.43) 

For a 3 m W probe at 0.8 mm beam waist we have Ip = 298 m W / cm2. With ISat = 5.1 

mW/cm2 , Ip = 58.5 I Sat , high enough for most experimental requirements. 

2.5.2 Image Processing 

To probe atoms in two different states we take two images of atoms at different 

detunings. Then we take two images of no-atoms to normalize and process probe 

signal. Figure 2.35 shows a typical probe exposure and pulse timing for phase con-

trast imaging. The asymmetric exposure time is a feature of the interline CCD. The 

length of the first exposure is adjustable, while the second exposure is subject to 

the read-out time and depends on the number of rows used. We can take advan-

tage of this to have a longer 2nd probe pulse when necessary. The optimized probe 

pulse length depends on the probe detuning, which will be discussed in Section 5.2.4. 

When using absorption imaging, the pulse lengths are usually set equal. 

When taking images, the DAQ (data-acquisition) computer sends out a trigger 
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Figure 2.35 : The typical phase contrast CCD exposure and probe pulse timing for 
the Coo18nap camera. 81 and 82 are at two different probe frequencies. The pulse 
lengths of 81 and 82 are optimized according to their detunings. 

to the Coo18nap camera, which in tern triggers a two-channel pulse generator that 

provides the trigger for the two atom shots from the AO 80 and AO 120 in Fig. 

2.34. It is important to synchronize the timings between the CCD and the probe 

pulse so the images are acquired correctly, with probe pulses fall only within their 

individual exposures. At short probe detuning, the delay of electronics becomes 

non-negligible. The delay between the pulse generator to the AOMs has different 

delays between 1 to several /1S depending on their RF components and needs to 

be calibrated individually*. On the other hand the "-15 /1S delay between the DAQ 

and the CCD can be ignored under current trigger settings, since it won 't affect the 

synchronization between the CCD and probe pulses. 

*The pulse generator used is 8R8 DG-535 . The settings for its four channels to produce the 
pulses in Fig. 2.35 are (in J-Ls) A: 5.5 (81 on) , B: 10.5 (81 off); C: 10.5 (82 on) , D: 25.5 (82 off) . 
The second AOM (AO 80) has longer electronic delay so 82 is fired 1.5 J-LS later than the end of 81 , 
although they are triggered simultaneously (B = C). 
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Figure 2.36 : The patches for probe intensity normalization. They are selected to 
avoid the atom signal, and usually we select 3 to 4 of these patches. 

The CCD has a (purely electronic) background, which has to be subtracted. We 

separately take background images for those atom or no-atom shots, acquired with 

no probe light but with the same exposure time*. These atom and no-atom shots 

are processed after subtracting their background images to eliminate the read-out 

noise. Let (rawatoms, rawnoatoms) be the raw 2D column-density atom and no-

atom signals recorded on the CCD array and (bgatoms, bgnoatoms) the background 

for these shots; the (atoms', noatoms') arrays (here' represents before normalization) 

are therefore 

atoms' rawatoms - bgatoms 

noatoms' rawnoatoms - bgnoatoms (2.44) 

The background varies with the exposure time, so whenever different exposure time 

is used, we need to take new background shots. 

The probe intensity may fluctuate with time, so we normalize the probe intensity 

of the atom and no-atom shots with patches free of atoms. Figure 2.36 shows an 

example of the imaging normalization. "patchatoms" and "patchnoatoms" represent 

these normalization patches, summed over the CCD counts within the patch. The 

*The background shots are also called the "reference" shots in the lab. 
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selection of patch location depends on the type of trap used. The atoms in an 

elongated single beam trap should have the patches on both sides shifted so it does 

not overlap with the wings of the atom cloud. Usually we choose 3 to 4 patches. The 

normalized atom and no-atom arrays are 

atoms atoms' 

noatoms 
, E patchatoms 

noatoms x . E patchnoatoms 
(2.45) 

We then process the image with these normalized atoms and noatoms arrays, de

pending on the imaging method. For example, in the absorption imaging setting, 

the signal is give by 

signal = -In ( atoms) 
noatoms 

(2.46) 

which equals to the optical density (O.D.) and can be related to the atom number. 

In the PCPI imaging used in Chapter 5, the signal is [38] 

. I atoms - noatoms 
S'lgna = 

noatoms 
(2.47) 

the signal then is processed in Appendix D (where it is denoted as S) for specified 

detunings. 

Details on the imaging physics can be found in Curtis Bradly's Ph.D. thesis [39]. 

Ramsey Kamar's master's thesis [37] covers extensive discussions on the absorption 

imaging, and Dan Dries' Ph.D. thesis [38] has a good summary of the same phase 

contrast imaging used in Chapter 5. 
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2.5.3 Noise in the Image 

The noise in the image is mostly contributed from the photon shot noise in the probe 

laser. The shot noise originates from the discreteness of light (photons). When the 

probe power Ip is low, the number of photons hitting on each CCD pixel becomes 

small enough to give rise to detectable statistical fluctuations, which varies from 

pixels to pixels. In terms of the output signal these become the noise in the image. 

The noise is defined as the standard deviation of all the pixels in the image, a. For 

the noatoms shot in Eq. 2.45 with the averaged count Nna per pixel, the noise a is 

equal to [40] 

noise = a = VNna . (2.48) 

If we define Nna as the "signal", the signal to noise ratio SN R is 

(2.49) 

Figure 2.37 shows the measurement of the noise/signal in percentage (red sots), which 

equals to the measured 1/ SN R (in %). The black line is 1/ J Nna which equals to 

the theoretical shot noise 1/ S N R (in %). The good agreement of the measured and 

theory means we are shot-noise limited. 

Another noise source, the readout noise, comes from the amplifier in the CCD 

camera during the readout process. It is also called Gaussian or thermal noise and 

is independent of the signal. Cooling the CCD can greatly reduce the noise level, 

which is already integrated in the CCD program when taking images. This noise 

amplitude is on the order of 2 counts in the image; under most cases the noise is 

dominated by the shot noise and can be ignored. 

To reduce noise, the most straightforward way is to increase the probe intensity 
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Figure 2.37: The percentage 1/ SN R of the noatoms shot in Eq. 2.45. Red dots: the 
measurement; Black line: the theoretical 1/ SN R derived from Eq. 2.49 (multiplied 
by 100 for the percentage). The good agreement of measurement to the theoretical 
value shows we are shot noise limited. 
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I p , as is obvious from Fig. 2.37. However, it cannot be too high, since the probe also 

affects the atoms and may distort or saturate the signal. For on-resonance absorption 

imaging, we limit the scattered photons from 5-15 and keep the Ip ::; O.lIsat [8]; the 

optimization of probe intensity for phase contrast imaging will be discussed in Section 

5.2.4. 

Another way to reduce noise is implying low-pass (spatial) filtering when pro

cessing image. This also has to be exercised with caution since it may wash out the 

drastic signal features, shall them exist. Under most cases the filtering gives pretty 

good results, as shown in Fig. 3.16, for an example. 

2.5.4 Imaging Focusing 

Focusing the camera is necessary when changing the imaging objective or the camera 

setup. The first step is to find a small object: the smaller the object, the higher the 

imaging resolution. The smallest object available in our current imaging system is an 

equal spin-mixture of 6Li atoms loaded into the single beam trap at full trap depth; 

the radial diameter can then be below 20 J-lm. We move the CCD along the focus axis 

(y in Fig. 2.10), and take column density images from which the radius is extracted. 

When the radius is minimized, the focus is at the correct settings. The minimum 

can also be extracted from the integrated axial density obtained by integrating the 

signal in the radial (x) direction. This provides better signal to noise and allows for 

better determination than from the column density, see Fig. 2.38. 

Imaging can be done with either on-resonance absorption or phase contrast imag

ing. For atoms in the full trap depth, phase contrast is a better option due to high 

optical density. 
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Figure 2.38 : Imaging focus data, showing extracted radius vs focus dial position. 
(Top) Radius extracted from the 2D column density. (Bottom) Radius extracted 
from the integrated ID axial density. The minimum point at dial position 3.95 is 
the correct focus dial setting. The radii from the axial density have better sin and 
resolution as compared to that from column density. The imaging here is phase 
contrast with 9 r detuning. 



Chapter 3 

Evaporative Depolarization and Deformation of 
3D Imbalanced Fermi Gases 

3.1 Background 

3.1.1 Motivation to Study Polarized Fermi Gases 

Superconductivity typically does not coexist well with magnetization: imbalancing 

the ratio of up and down spin electrons disrupts the formation of Cooper pairs. 

How a magnetized-superconductor behaves in real and momentum space is an open 

question. Theoretically different models have been proposed. The FFLO state pro

posed by Fulde, Ferrel [41] and Larkin, Ovchinnikov [42] nearly fifty years ago, is 

among the most exotic of these magnetized superconducting states: finite momen-

tum pairing allows a spin-imbalanced system to become a superconductor. There 

have been searches for the FFLO state in solid superconducting materials but no 

incontrovertible evidence for it has been obtained. 

The achievement of an ultracold, two-spin Fermi gas provides an alternative way 

to observe magnetized superfiuid states. Motivated by observing the FFLO state, 

the earliest experiments in 3D imbalanced Fermi gases were performed in 2006 at 

MIT [43, 44, 45, 46], Rice [47, 36] and later in 2009 at ENS [48]. Although the 

FFLO state was not observed in 3D traps, phase separation where a superfiuid core 

surrounded by polarized wings was observed. This work motivated a theoretical 

study of the properties and phase diagram of 3D imbalanced Fermi gases, confirmed 

the smallness of FFLO phase on the 3D phase diagram [49, 50], and later motivated 

a theoretical search of the FFLO state in 1D [51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59], which 
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lead to our experiment on 1D spin-polarized gases (see Chapter 5 and [60]). 

3.1.2 Discrepancies between the Rice Experiment and Theory 

Even at the time the 1D experiment was performed (3 years after the 3D experiment), 

there are still unsolved discrepancies in 3D. First, the Rice experiment observed 

deformation, which is in violation of the LDA (local density approximation); second, 

the observed superfluid-normal state transition polarization Pc ~ 95% disagrees with 

the theoretical value, the Chandrasekhar-Clogston (CC) limit in which Pc ~ 77% 

[61, 62J. (The polarization is defined as P = (N1 - N 2 )/(N1 + N 2 ), where Ni is the 

atom number in state i.) 

Under the LDA, the local chemical potential of the atoms in the trap can be 

described by [63J 

/1(r) = /10 - V(r) (3.1) 

where /10 is the chemical potential at the trap bottom and V (r) represents the local 

trapping potential. Under this assumption, the density follows V(r) and the atom 

cloud has the same shape and aspect ratio as the trap potential. This is obvious 

from defining the edge of the atom cloud. For example, in a harmonic trap, /1(r) = 0 

at the edge in z and the chemical potential is given by 

(3.2) 

where m is the mass of atom, Wz is the trapping frequency in z and Rz is the cloud 

radius. So Rz = J2/10/(mwn and in the r direction R,. = J2/10/(mw;). The aspect 

ratio of the cloud is defined as Rz/ Rr = wr/wz, identical to the aspect ratio of the 

trap. Figure 3.1(a) shows an example of a system under the LDA. If the atom cloud 

does not follow the shape of the trap potential, as shown in Fig. 3.1 (b), it violates 
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Figure 3.1 : Examples of LDA and LDA violation. (a) For a system under the 
LDA, the atoms in the trap follow the trap potential. The blue and yellow represent 
the unpaired and fully-paired states, respectively, in an imbalanced system. This 
behavior will show in the image of the atomic cloud density. (b) If the density does 
not follow the trap potential, then the LDA is violated. The fully-paired state needs 
a mechanism to work against the potential (for example, surface tension). 

the LDA. 

For an imbalanced atom gas, the integrated axial density difference nd(z) = 

nl(z) - n2(z), where n(z) = J dxdy n(x, y, z), would show a monotonic behavior un

der the LDA assumption. In particular if the center is fully paired, nd(z) would show 

a fiat top [64, 65, 66, 67]. The Rice experiment, however, shows a non-monotonic 

two-peak structure in nd(z), see Fig. 3.2(b). This is in contrast to the expectation 

from LDA assumption, as shown in Figure 3.3. On the other hand the LDA violation 

is not observed in the MIT (see Fig. 3.2(a)) [45, 46] and ENS [48] experiments. 

The superfiuid-normal transition can be distinguish from the densities of the ma

jority and minority states at the trap center, nl (0) and n2 (0) respectively. Whenever 

the gas is fully paired, nl (0) = n2(O) and their ratio equals one. Whenever the fully 

paired state breaks, the ratio nl (0) / n2 (0) deviates from one and reaches the ratio 

expected for a normal gas, [(1 + P)/(1 - P)P/2. Figure 3.4 shows the Rice experi

ment where nl(O)/n2(O) stays at 1 until Pc ~ 95%, which corresponds to the critical 

polarization for superfluid-normal transit ion. This is not consistent with the ~ 77% 
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Figure 3.2 : Comparison of the MIT and Rice experiments on imbalanced Fermi 
gases in 3D traps. The top row shows column density images and the bottom row 
the axial density difference, nd(z) = nl(z) - n2(z). (a) MIT data. No deformation is 
observed in the column density image: nd(z) has a fiat top. (b) The Rice experiment 
shows deformation and a central dip in nd(z). 
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Figure 3.3 : Experimental axial densities n(z) for several N I , N2, plotted together 
with the corresponding theoretical axial densities with LDA. Upper panels are the 
axial densities of states 11) and 12) and the lower panels are the differences. Adopted 
from [65]. 
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Figure 3.4 : Ratio of the central densities vs polarization in te Rice experiment. 
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the same trap confinement. The superfiuid-normal transition happens at Pc ~ 95%. 
From [36]. 

CC limit observed in both the MIT [43] and ENS experiments [48]. 

There has been great interest in resolving this discrepancy [68, 69, 70, 71 , 72 , 

73, 74, 75]. Since all experiments claim the temperature is as cold as 0.05 TF , there 

must be another reason for this result . The obvious difference between the Rice and 

MIT experiment is in atom number (Rice: 105 , MIT 106-107 ) and aspect ratio (Rice: 

30, MIT: 5) which provides some guidance. However, the 2009 ENS experiment with 

aspect ratio 22 and atom number about 8 x 104 excluded these as the sole expla-

nations [48]. On the theoretical side, work includes: quantum Monte Carlo [76] , 

path-integral derivation of density of states [77], calculating the energy of a single 

fermion interacting resonantly with Fermi seas with various atom number and aspect 

ratio [78] , solving Bogoliubov-deGennes equations with coupling-constant renormal

ization and a T-matrix approximation [75, 73], to name a few. The conclusion is 

mostly consistent and seems to favor the result of the MIT and ENS experiments. 
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(a) 

(b) 
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z 

Figure 3.5: Schematic diagram of atom transport during evaporative cooling 
in trapped, spin-imbalanced, highly degenerate Fermi gases in the quasi-one
dimensional (a) and 3D (b) regimes. The flux of spin-up atoms]o exits the gas over 
the lip of the trap that is located at the axial center (z = 0). This flux must be drawn 
from the fully polarized (FP) normal region. Thus, for a quasi- one-dimensional gas, 
a spin current must flow through the intervening partially polarized (PP) normal 
region and across the normal-superfluid (SF) interface. In the 3D regime (b) , the 
atoms can evaporate directly from the surrounding fully polarized layer. From [79]. 

3.1.3 Anisotropic Evaporation 

In 2009, M. Parish and D. Huse proposed evaporative depolarization to explain the 

observed deformation [79]. They pointed out a "lip" in the trap potential provides 

the dominant anisotropic route for evaporation (Fig. 3.5). The Rice trap does have a 

lip at the trap center, and based on the experimental parameters, the explanation is 

plausible. They also explained that different evaporation time-scales may be respon-

sible for the deformation in the Rice , but not the ENS experiment, although both 

have similar trap geometry. It has offered a starting point to address this question 

and prompted us to explore this mechanism experimentally. 

We conduct an experimental study on the dynamics during the evaporation and 

the property of the deformed state. We find that evaporative depolarization explains 

the formation of deformation and the accompanying violation of the LDA. 
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3.2 Experiment 

3.2.1 The Single Beam Trap Configuration 

The Rice trap is composed of two parts: one is the single-beam optical dipole trap 

(ODT), operating at 1080 nm; the other one is the residual axial magnetic trap 

curvature of the "bias" coils, which produces a residual axial trapping field. At 

high trap laser power, the ODT dominates, providing both the radial and axial 

confinement. The atoms are evaporated by lowering the laser power, which uniformly 

reduces the ODT trap depth. The axial confinement becomes more dominated by the 

magnetic trap curvature close to the end of evaporation, while the radial confinement 

is still provided by the ODT. Besides, gravity becomes non-negligible especially at low 

trap depth since it creates a comparable potential difference of (mgWr/kB ) ~ 0.2 J.LK 

across the radial beam waist Wr = 30 J.Lm, while the optical trap depth is on the 

order of 0.7 J.LK at the end of evaporation. Therefore, we need to consider it when 

calculating trap profiles. 

We take the coordinates as shown in Fig. 2.10 where (-Y) is in the direction 

of gravity and z is in the axial direction of the single beam trap. The trap profile 

contains contributions from the ODT (which can be derived from the equations in 

Section 2.4.1), magnetic curvature and gravity, and is given by 

where Uo is the trap depth of the ODT without gravity, the radial beam waists 

Wx = Wy = Wr = 30 J.Lm with Rayleigh length R~ = 7fW;/A = 2.62 mm, Wm = 

(27f)7.89 Hz is the magnetic curvature frequency, and we offset the trap depth so 

U = 0 at the trap center. Figure 3.6 shows the trap contour plot and axial and 
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Figure 3.6 : The single beam trap profile of Eq. 3.3 with Uo = 1.76 ILK , which 
corresponds to 700 ms into the 1 s evaporation trajectory. (Top) The contour plot 
and the directions of (X, Y, z). (Botton1 left) The axial trap profile at center Y = 0 
(black) and at the edge of the trap Y = - By (red). (Bottom right) The radial trap 
profile in X (black) and Y (red). The definition of Ug , Uo and By are given. 

radial profile with Uo = 1.76 ILK, which corresponds to 700 ms from the start of the 

1 s evaporation. Gravity makes a local maximum in U at Y = -By with an effective 

trap barrier U(O, -By, z) where U(O, -By, 0) - Ug • The experimental Fermi energy 

EF = 0.68 ILK indicates the atom cloud level in the trap*. Obviously the lowest trap 

depth Ug at z = 0 works like the lip of the trap where atoms will mostly escape 

during evaporation. 

*We use E p instead of using the chemical potential J.L since J.L needs to be corrected with inter
action and imbalance which is very complicated. On the other hand Ep is more general and is a 
good reference to the atomic level, with Ep > J.L. 
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Figure 3.7 : The single beam trap profile of Eq. 3.3 with Uo = 0.64 j.LK , which 
corresponds to the end of 1 s evaporation. 
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Figure 3,8 : The atom distribution n(E) = g(E)f(E) along z , where E = E(Z) = 

U(O, -By , z), n(E) is proportional to the number of atoms escaping from the trap in 
the (-Y) direction as a function of z , 

Figure 3,7 shows the trap profile at the end of 1 s evaporation where Uo = 0.64 /-lK 

and EF = 0.29 /-lK. From the axial trap profile it is obvious the evaporation is 

aggressive which enhances the anisotropy of the evaporation. This effect can be seen 

with the atom distribution n(E) = g(E)f(E) where g(E) ex E2 is the density of states 

in the harmonic trap and f (E) is the Fermi occupation function defined by [80] 

(3.4) 

We take /-l ~ EF as the approximate atom level and E = E(Z) = U(O , -By , z ) as 

the trap barrier where atoms escape from the trap, and plot n( E) as a function of 

z . Figure 3.8 shows n(E) for 700 ms and the end of the 1 s evaporation. The peak 

represents the highest flow of atoms along Z and is getting sharper when evaporation 

progresses. On the other hand if the magnetic curvature is negligible or when the 
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Figure 3.9 : The trap aspect ratio AR vs. trap depth Uo. The Uo scale is represented 
in log scale to show details of the low Uo part. 

optical trap confinement is tight in Z with small atom Thomas-Fermi radius Rz , such 

that (mw!R; /2) « U(O , -By , Z = 0) - Ep , the (mw!z2/2) term in Eq. 3.3 can 

be ignored. The resulting trap barrier is relatively uniform along Z and so is the 

corresponding n(E(z)) , and the evaporation is more isotropic. 

The overall result is an enhancing anisotropic evaporation: atoms escape via the 

lip created at the center of the trap. This is effect is similar to the evaporation 

scheme proposed by the Chin group [81], in which they generate the lip by a strong 

magnetic gradient. The evaporation may be efficient since it is aggressive , but for an 

imbalanced system this may pose some unexpected effects as will be shown in the 

next few sections. 

The trap aspect ratio (AR) can be calculated from the ratio of trap frequencies 

in rand z , wr/wz (Section 2.4.1 and in [8]). As seen in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7, the AR 
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changes with trap depth Uo due to the residual magnetic confinement. Figure 3.9 

shows the AR versus Uo. The AR is dominated by the optical trap at high trap 

depth, and when Uo is low the magnetic curvature reduces AR. Experimentally the 

atom cloud radii (Rz, Rr) change from (1150, 9.5) * J1,m (AR = 121) at high trap 

depth of Uo ~ 100 J1,K, to (700, 17.7) J1,m at the lowest trap depth (AR = 39); both 

are consistent with the expected trap AR. 

3.2.2 Evaporation Trajectories 

Trajectory Control 

The single beam optical trap we now use is essentially the same used in [47, 36]; 

details can be found in Guthrie Partridge's PhD thesis [8]. Two differences are: 1) 

the radial beam waist was increased from 26 J1,m to 30 J1,m, and 2) the power control 

is no longer produced by function generators but directly by the computer through 

control circuits with feed-back. The latter provides great controllability and ease of 

use especially when different evaporation trajectories need to be implemented. 

Before loading into the optical trap, 6Li atoms are sympathetically cooled by 

7Li in the magnetic trap. After loading into the optical trap, the 6Li atoms are 

transferred to the IF, mF} = 11/2, 1/2} (state II}) and 11/2, -1/2} (state 12}) by RF 

sweeps. The RF power controls the imbalance between the II} and 12} states. The 

trap power is lowered to evaporate the atoms, while the magnetic field is tuned to 

834 G, the center of the II} and 12} Feshbach resonance. 

The evaporation trajectory, that is, the trap depth Uo(t) as function of t is con

trolled by the equation: 

TT ( ) = (TT. _ U) exp( -t/ttotal x ,,;) - exp( -,,;) U 
vo t V z f x 1 () + f - exp -,,; 

(3.5) 

*See section 2.5.4 for the radial Rr at high trap depth 
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where Ui and Uf are the initial and final trap depth, ttotal is the length of evaporation, 

f'i, is a scaling constant determining the slope of the trajectory. The advantage of 

expressing the trajectory in this way is that it achieves the desired trap depth Uf 

at t = ttotal, a depth required to reach the desired temperature. In comparison, a 

simple exponential trajectory does not have enough degrees of freedom to do that. 

The time when the trap power drops to l/e of the initial one is approximately 170 

ms. In the experiment Ui ~ 160 JlK and Uf ~ 0.64 JlK. 

The computer outputs a control voltage (control-V) in the form of Eq. 3.5 to the 

locking circuit. The photodiode combined with the locking circuit, however, behaves 

non-linearly at low control voltage, which may be a result of the residual non-linear 

background offset of the photodiode due to the scattering from the Oth order beam of 

the AOM on the single-beam trap optics table*. Therefore, an accurate trap power 

measurement requires calibration at low control-V. Figure 3.10 shows the calibration 

of laser power at low control-V. To relate the laser power to trap depth, one can refer 

to Eq. 2.10 and 2.11, which has been implemented in the file "Lab/calc/Trap freq 

calculator z-opt 082310.xls" for quick trap parameter output. 

The 1 s Trajectory 

Figure 3.11 shows examples of a 1 s trajectory. The optimization of Ui has been 

explored in [8] and the optimized value is about 135 JlK. In the current experiment, 

the Ui value has been varied from 120 to 200 JlK without affecting the final atom 

number much. On the other hand, the slope parameter f'i, plays a more crucial role. 

For a give final trap depth Uf and evaporation length ttotal, there is an optimized f'i, 

which leads to high atom number. Figure 3.12 shows the atom number as a function 

*The response for the crossed beam trap control, however, behaves quite linearly. The photodiode 
for the crossed beam trap is located at the fiber output with negligible non-linear background offset, 
which avoids the non-linear response. Calibration for the crossed beam trap was fitted with a linear 
equation with a constant offset term. 
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Figure 3.11 : Sample optical trap trajectory used in the experiment, with different 
scaling factors Kin Eq. 3.5. Inintial and final trapdepth are Ui - Uo(t = 0) = 160 11K 
and Uf - Uo(t = ttotal = 1000 ms) = 0.64 11K, respectively. The K = 5 (black line) 
is the trajectory optimized with final atom number in the experiment, with rv170 ms 
for the trap to drop to 1/ e of Ui . 
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Figure 3.12 : The total atom number as a function of the slope parameter ~ of the 
1 s trajectory. The optimized ~ is 5. 

of K, for the 1 s evaporation; the optimum value is ~ = 5. 

The 3.4 s Trajectory 

The purpose of conducting the long (3.4 s) trajectory test is to repeat the ENS 

evaporation trajectory to find the reason why deformation appears in the Rice but 

not the ENS experiment [48]. The ENS trap configuration is similar to the Rice 

trap. The difference between the Rice and ENS trajectory is in the evaporation time 

(1 s, 6 s) , lie time constant (170 ms, 1 s) , and the final trap depth Uf (0.64 J.LK , 

2.2 J.LK). The ENS experiment uses all-optical evaporation, starting with atoms in a 

MOT, a 1.9 mK initial optical trap depth, to Uf = 2.2 J.LK in 6 s [48]. Our system 

on the other hand, is pre-cooled by evaporation in a magnetic trap and the optical 

trap evaporation trajectory starts at 160 J.LK. We may, however, simulate the last 

3.4 s (= t t ot aZ) of their trajectory with Ui = 160 J.LK and the same final trap depth 
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Figure 3.13 : The optical density (O.D.) as a function of the slope parameter K of 
the 3.4 s trajectory. The optimized K is 7. 

Uf = 2.2 J.LK. 

The ENS trajectory has 1/ e time constant of "-' 1000 ms, which is close to K = 4 

using Eq. 3.5. However, the optimized K = 7 (Fig. 3.13), which corresponds to a 

1/ e time constant of 500 ms. This may due to the different initial conditions (T 

and atom number N) at Uo = Ui = 160 J.LK between t he Rice and ENS experiments 

during evaporation. We thus leave the time constant as a free parameter for the 3.4 

s trajectory, due to the different initial conditions at t = O. With the same ttotal, Ui 

and Uf , this 500 ms l/e time constant actually makes the trajectory less steep close 

to the end of evaporation than using the "-'1000 ms time constant, which makes a 

good contrast to the fast , 1 s evaporation. 

Figure 3.14 shows the optimum Rice 1 s and the 3.4 s trajectory. The ttotal, Uf 

and 1/ e time constant for the 3.4 s trajectory are all about 3 times larger than the 
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Figure 3.14 : The optimized 1 s trajectory of the Rice experiment, and the 3.4 s 
trajectory simulation of the ENS trajectory. 

1 s trajectory. Although the Uj's are different , both trajectories can produce cold 

enough temperature (Tjit < O.lTp) and good enough atom number (Nl > 50, 000). 

On the other hand, with the same 1/ e time constants, attempts to make Uj for the 

3.4 s trajectory close to the 1 s trajectory value of 0.64 j..lK , results in low atom 

number* , and the other way around (making the 1 s trajectory Uj close to 2.2 j..lK) 

the temperature is not cold enough; both are not suitable for the dynamical study 

for the evaporation. 

3 .2.3 Dynamics of the Evaporation 

To see how the deformation appears during the evaporation, we took snapshots of 

evaporation of the imbalanced gas at different times during the trajectory. Figure 

*This is due to Ep being close to Ug, as shown in Fig. 3.7. The measured majority state atom 
flow)1 is high at low trap depth according to the measurements in Section 3.2.3, which leads to a 
low lifetime. 
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Figure 3.15 : Series of integrated axial density profiles and the corresponding param
eters at various times t during the 1 s evaporation. np and nv define the heights of 
peak and valley, which will be used to quantify the deformation. 
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3.15 shows a series of axial density profiles of the 1 s trajectory. Figure 3.15(b) shows 

a fiat-topped axial density difference, which is consistent with a phase separation un

der the LDA-conserving situation. A central dip in the axial density difference of 

Figs. 3.15( d)-(f) is consistent with phase separation under the LDA-violating situa

tion. Figure 3.15(c) has both features, which marks the beginning of deformation and 

the violation of LDA. The minority density and its chemical potential is approach

ing (and finally equals to) the majority state at the trap center, which signifies the 

depolarization process accompanying the evaporation. 

The temperature is represented with empirical temperature scale Tfit/TF, without 

considering the correction of interactions. It is derived by fitting the unpolarized 

column density distribution to a Thomas-Fermi distribution [82]. 

The 3.4 s trajectory, however, does not show signs of deformation throughout the 

evaporation, even when Tfit < O.lTF. Figure 3.16 shows the axial density at the 

end of the 3.4 s evaporation. The distributions shows a three-shell structure without 

deformation, a result consistent with the MIT and the ENS experiments! 

To quantify the evaporation process we evaluate several quantities, which are 

plotted in Fig. 3.17 for of the end of 1 sand 3.4 s trajectories. In the first panel, the 

evaporative trajectory is plotted with the effective trap depth Ug vs t. The Fermi 

energy E F is defined as 

(3.6) 

where w = (w:wz ) 1/3 . The chemical potential of the fully polarized shell J1p is defined 

as 

(3.7) 

where Rz can be extracted from the value of z where the column density goes to zero. 

The 3.4 s trajectory always has J1p < Ug and never shows deformation, although we 
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Figure 3.16 : Integrated axial density profiles of imbalanced states at the end of the 
3.4 s trajectory. It is not deformed (since there is a fiat top) and it has a three shell 
structure. Nl = 1.2 X 105 , Tfit = 0.07 TF , and P = 0.24. 

only have the last two points for this trajectory. On the other hand, for the 1 s 

trajectory /-LP becomes greater than Ug at t ~ 700 ms, which is unexpected if we 

assume that /-LP is the majority state chemical potential for the entire gas. As shown 

in Fig. 3.7, at the axial edges of the trap the trap barrier is higher than Ug , which can 

accommodate a higher /-LP for polarized wings, assuming that /-LP at the edge of the 

trap is greater than the majority chemical potential at the center (a condition that 

violates the LDA). The evaporation is thus aggressive and fast under this condition, 

which also affects the distribution of atoms during evaporation. Apparently, this 

non-equilibrium distribution is a result of an aggressive evaporation. 

The second panel plots the quantity (Ug - EF )/(kBT), which determines the rate 

of evaporation through the Fermi distribution function in Eq. 3.4; the smaller the 

quantity, the higher rate of evaporation. The 1 s trajectory thus produces a much 

faster evaporation than the 3.4 s trajectory. 
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The third panel shows the fitted temperature Tfit , normalized to the Fermi tem

perature TF. In the end of both trajectories the Tfit's are both below O.ITF' thus 

temperature cannot explain the discrepancies of deformation. 

The fourth panel quantifies the deformation as 

(3.8) 

where Tip and Tiv are defined in Fig. 3.15(d). 'f] = 1 means fully deformed and 'f] = 0 

means completely not-deformed. The dashed line separates the t for the occurrence 

of deformation during the 1 s evaporation, which coincides with the crossing between 

Ug and J.l p in the first panel. 

The fifth panel defines the atom flow jl of the state 11) as 

(3.9) 

where ti and ti+l are two subsequent measurement times [79]. We consider only the 

majority state 11) because it has a higher Fermi energy than 12) and evaporation 

therefore occurs mainly for 11). In the 1 s evaporation, jl ~ 8 X 105 atoms/s at 

t ~ 700 ms where deformation begins, and is still relatively high with jl ~ 4 X 105 

atoms/s at the end of evaporation. On the other hand for the 3.4 s trajectory, the 

value is an order of magnitude lower during the last 0.3 s (rv 1 X 104 atoms/ s). 

The sixth panel shows the dimensionless atom flow factor Q derived from calcu-

lating the steady-state spin-current in a trap. It is defined as [79] 

(3.10) 

where L 2Rz is the axial length of the majority cloud and nl (z 0) is the 
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Figure 3.18 : The critical polarization Pc vs Q, form Ref. [79]. 

axial density at z = O. Q determines the deviation of the central polarization from 

equilibrium; when combined with the local chemical potentials and normal-superfluid 

density ratio n2/ n1 ~ 0.44 [76] and after integration over space, Q can be linked to 

the critical global superfluid-normal polarization Pc = (N1 -N2 )/(N1 +N2 ), as shown 

in Fig. 3.18. Here Q for the 1 s trajectory is also 10 times higher than for the 3.4 

s trajectory close to the end of evaporation. The corresponding Pc's are rv95% for 

the 1 s trajectory [36] and rv77% for the 3.4 s trajectory [48], consistent with the 

predicted result in Fig. 3.18. 

To summarize the comparison between the two t rajectories, the differences are: 

the crossing of Ug and /-iP, (Ug - Ep)/(kBT), Tj, ]1 and Q. While Tj quantifies the 

deformation, the others relate to the rate of evaporation, and these are much higher 

for the 1 s trajectory than the 3.4 s trajectory. The crossing of Ug and /-iP can be 

viewed as both the cause and result of deformation, since only in a deformed state 

(the violation of LDA) can the chemical potential throughout the atom cloud be 

non-uniform. On the other hand Tfit is identical in the end of evaporation, which 
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does not explain the difference in deformation. 

3.2.4 Equilibration Test on Deformation States 

To check the stability of the deformed state, we hold it in the trap in the end of 

the 1 s trajectory to see how it varies with time. Due to the closeness of Ug to EF , 

as shown in Fig. 3.7, atoms readily escape the trap. The resulting lifetime is very 

short, typically less than 200 ms, which prevents us from performing a long-time 

equilibration test. Therefore, rather than holding the gas at low U we ramp the trap 

adiabatically to a high value. At the end of evaporation, we ramp the trap depth 

Ug = 0.34 J-lK to 1.9 J-lK in 600 ms. With Ug ~ 4EF , evaporation is quenched. The 

lifetime was increased substantially so that during the additional 2 s holding time, 

N does not show an obvious decrease. The depth of 1.9 J-lK is higher than the value 

where deformation sets in during evaporation. 

Figure 3.19 shows the results of this experiment for various holding times thold' 

T increases to 0.9 TF after the ramp and gradually increases with time, due to an 

unknown heating mechanism*. The low value of jl and Q demonstrate the quench of 

evaporation. The deformation lasts for ",2 s following the initiation of the trap depth 

ramp. The eventual disappearance of deformation is correlated with the increase in 

temperature. Otherwise, the deformed state is surprisingly long-lived, indicating 

its metastability. This test shows that, once formed, the deformation persists for 

several seconds. This also suggests that the appearance of deformation may be 

"path" dependent. 

*Perhaps from background particle collisions. 
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Figure 3.19 : Parameters for the hold experiment with holding time thold , following 
the 1 s evaporation, which ends at thold = O. 
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3.3 Other Related Experiments 

This section introduces and collects results of related experiments that can be used 

to interpret and support these conclusions. Most of these experiments were done 

much earlier than those in the previous section but they help us to understand the 

origins of the deformed state. 

3.3.1 Deformation with Asymmetric Trapping Potential 

In 2006 after getting the initial results for phase-separation in 3D [47], we explored 

imbalanced states in traps where the centers of the optical trap and the magnetic 

curvature are displaced axially. Figure 3.20 shows examples of these column density 

images for various P. These result show deformation with a paired core displaced 

from the unpaired atoms. 

The evaporative trajectory used here is similar to the 1 s trajectory described in 

Section 3.2.2, so the conditions for deformation apply. The center of the optical trap 

focus is displaced axially at ZOPT = -1 mm from the magnetic curvature at zm = O. 

The trap profile can also be derived from Eq. 3.3 with Z -+ (z+ 1 mm) for the second 

term. Figure 3.21 shows the resulting trap potential at high (Uo = 2.70 J-tK) and low 

(Uo = 0.66 J-tK) optical trap depth. The position of the combined trap center Z = 0 

(lowest points of black curves) moves toward the center of the magnetic curvature at 

Z = 0 with evaporation. At high Uo, the axial potential is dominated by the optical 

trap and atoms are centered axially at the focus Z = -1 mm; at low Uo the magnetic 

curvature dominates and the atoms move toward Z = o. Figure 3.22 shows the 

resulting trap center Zo as a function of (optical) trap depth Uo. However the lowest 

trap barrier (lowest points of red curves in Fig. 3.21) always locates near z = o. Thus 

evaporation also happens at the z = 0, and the evaporative depolarization occurs, 
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Figure 3.20 : Imbalanced states in axially-misaligned traps. The optical trap focus 
and magnetic curvature are offset axially, with the magnetic curvature at Zm = 0 
(image center) and the optical trap focus at ZOPT = -1 mm. The picture frame size 
are 1653 /-Lm horizontally and 100 /-Lm vertically. 
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Figure 3.21 : Asymmetric trap potential profiles where the optical trap center is 1 
mm to the left of the magnetic curvature center, at Ua = 2.70 J.lK, t = 650 ms and 
Ua = 0.66 J.lK , t = 1000 ms. The green arrows indicate the combined trap center Za. 

t is with respect to a 1 s trajectory, and the trap depth value is offset so the minimum 
is O. Beam waist Wr = 26 J.lm and magnetic curvature frequency = (27r)7.54 Hz used 
are the values at the time of experiment. 
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Figure 3.22 : The total axial trap center Zo as a function of the optical trap depth 
Uo. The horizontal axis is a log scale to show the value at low trap depth. 

with a fully paired state appears off-centered relative to the atom cloud. 

3.3.2 The Effect of Trap Geometry on Phase Separation 

Exploring the effect of trap aspect ratio is an obvious test of the differences between 

the Rice and MIT experiments. The Rice trap has an aspect ratio of 30, substantially 

longer than that of MIT of 5. The aspect ratio was originally believed to explain the 

discrepancies. 

With the addition of the crossed beam trap in late 2007, we were able to ma

nipulate the trap to form different aspect ratios. Figure 3.23 shows the different 

combinations of the single beam and crossed beam traps, resulting in different trap 

geometries. 

Figure 3.24 shows images for various aspect ratios. Deformation is identified by 

the difference 11) - 12) showing excess 11) atoms accumulating at both ends, rather 

than in a uniformly distributed ring. No deformation is observed when AR < 5, since 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3.23 : Schematics of combinations of single beam and crossed beam traps 
which lead to different trap aspect ratios. (a) Single beam trap only, AR = 25-40, 
depending on trap depth. (b) Single beam trap plus one of the crossed beams. The 
resulting aspect ratio can be between the single beam trap and the crossed beam by 
adjusting the relative power of these beams. (c) Crossed beam trap, AR rv3. 
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".11)-12) ~ 
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Figure 3.24: Column density images of imbalanced states with different aspect ratios. 
Deformations occur for AR ~ 5. 

there is no longer a significant anisotropic evaporation. In the crossed beam trap, 

the axial confinement is dominated by the optical trap , not magnetic curvature. In 

this case, the optical trap has V z :::::: 60 Hz, while the magnetic curvature contributes 

only 7.5 Hz. 

One accompanying test is how the superfluid-normal transition polarization, Pc, 

varies with the trap aspect ratio. The way how we distinguish it has been described 

in Section 3.1.2. More specifically, we perform inverse Abel-transformation from the 
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Figure 3.25 : Central density ratio of 11) and 12) states, nl(O)/n2(O), as a function of 
polarization P, in traps with aspect ratio 3, 12 and 30. The dotted line represents the 
ratio for a normal gas [8]. The deviation of the ratio from unity marks the transition 
from a fully paired state to the normal state, and the corresponding polarization is 
the critical polarization Pc. 
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2D column density images like Fig. 3.24 to reconstruct the 3D atomic density n(r) 

[83]. Figure 3.25 shows the ratio nl(O)/n2(O) as function of P for three different 

aspect ratios: 3, 12 and 30. The result for AR = 3 with Pc ~ 77% agrees well with 

theory [76] and the MIT [45] and ENS [48] experiments. Thaps with larger aspect 

ratio have higher Pc: when AR = 12, Pc ~ 85%, and when AR = 30, Pc ~ 95%. 

These results cannot be explained in theories based on LDA and equilibrium. We 

can quantify the relation between Pc and Q. Figure 3.18 shows the expected relation 

from Ref. [79], which is reasonably consistent for the AR = 30 case, where Q ~ 5 

when deformation sets in and the resulting Pc = 0.95. The extended Pc occurs 

because evaporative depolarization reduces the chemical potential difference in the 

trap center. 

3.3.3 Temperature Fit through the Fully Polarized Wings 

This section reports the findings comparing different temperature fitting methods. 

Our standard temperature fitting only works for balanced shots. It is performed 

with fitting the column density distribution of the atom cloud with a Thomas-Fermi 

distribution [84]. The distribution of a Fermi gas is temperature dependent and the 

"wings" have longer tails at higher T. The fitting yields the fugacity and can be 

converted to the fitted empirical temperature Tfit , which can be further converted 

through Eqs. 4.13 and 4.14 into the real atomic temperature T considering the 

interaction between the two spin states at unitarity [85]. 

Temperature can also be obtained from fitting the fully polarized wings of an 

imbalanced shot [46]. Due to the fermionic properties, the fully polarized wings are 

non-interacting and the fitting yields the temperature of an ideal gas. It is more 

straightforward than fitting balanced shots since it requires no corrections from in

teractions. The fitted temperature does not apply to the whole atom cloud with 
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Figure 3.26 : Comparison of temperature derived from fitting fully polarized wings 
of imbalanced shots, and from fitting unpolarized wings of balanced shots. T /Tp for 
the unpolarized wings are scaled from the fitted temperature for the correction of 
interactions from Eqs. 4.13 and 4.14. Note for the point at U = 3.2 ILK the atoms 
are not phase separated and there are no fully polarized wings to fit. 

deformation due to being out of equilibrium. However, we can compare the temper-

ature of the fully polarized wings to that from the fully paired state, and imply this 

to interpret the type of phase transition in a deformed system when going from the 

fully paired center to the fully polarized wings. 

Figure 3.26 shows the temperature obtained from both fittings. The tempera-

ture from the wings is systematically higher than from the unpolarized shots. And 

after the appearance of deformation, the temperature of the unpolarized state keeps 

decreasing with evaporation, while for the wings , the temperature stays at 0.3 Tp . 

The thermal diffusion time of a deformed state can be inferred from the lifetime of 
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the deformed state which is longer than 2 s (Section 3.2.4), which is much longer 

than the measuring intervals of 25-100 ms. Thus the measurements yield good 

temperature of the wings and the paired state. This is consistent with the result 

of evaporative depolarization, where the paired core is cooling but not the fully

polarized wings. 

This result also suggests for a deformed state, from the fully paired core to the 

fully polarized wings is not a quantum phase transition (where T is fixed throughout 

phases) [86] but a classical phase transition (where T is different between the phases), 

similar to the argument in Ref. [87]. Thus the observed Pc ~ 95% in the deformed 

data does not correspond to the CC limit which happens at Pc ~ 77% at T = 0, but 

due to metastable states with both temperature and chemical potential gradients 

across the phase boundary. 

3.4 Conclusion 

We experimentally confirmed that evaporative depolarization [79] contributes to the 

forming of deformation, by studying the dynamics of evaporation and quantifying the 

experimental conditions for deformation. In conclusion, deformation occurs during 

an evaporation that is both anisotropic and fast. In addition, we found the crossing 

of Ug and J1,p is closely related to deformation; as a condition violating LDA, this 

forcibly triggers the deformation. 

The anisotropy originates from the trap geometry. It exists with the combination 

of an elongated (high AR) optical trap of variable trap depth and a fixed magnetic 

curvature. Whenever the optical trap depth decreases during evaporation, the radial 

lip at z = 0 gradually opens up. Atoms escape from the lip since it has the lowest trap 

barrier than in the other directions, and this anisotropy strengthens as evaporation 
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proceeds. This effect, however, does not exist in a low AR trap where the confinement 

is isotropic, due to the dominance of the optical trap. We found deformation only 

when AR ~ 5. 

Fast evaporation is quantified by small (Ug - EF )/(kBT) and large Q. When 

combined with a trap with anisotropic trapping geometry, this depletes the majority 

atoms and reduces the chemical potential difference between the two states at the 

trap center, which complements the conditions for evaporative depolarization. This 

stabilizes the fully paired core and causes deformation, producing a violation of the 

LDA. 

We conclude the MIT experiment does not see deformation mainly due to much 

higher atom number (10 times more, which reduces Q by about the same amount), 

and the relatively low trap AR (""5). While the ENS experiment has similar atom 

number and trap geometry as the Rice experiment, it does not have sufficiently fast 

evaporation to trigger the deformation. In our simulation of their experiment, we 

find that J-tp is always less than Ug • 

Our study on the deformed state also shows its strong metastability: once formed, 

it tends to survive a very long holding time (> 2 s) and high polarization (Pc ~ 95%). 

It only disappears when the fitted temperature is sufficiently high, > 0.17(±0.02) TF 

at P ~ 0.2. 



Chapter 4 

Measurement of Correlations in a Strongly 
Interacting Fermi Gas 

High-Tc superconductivity is one of the most intriguing physical phenomenon 

since its discovery in the late 20th century [88]. Until now, the mechanism is not 

well understood. These materials exhibit pre-formed pairs above Tc with a pseudo

gap [89, 90, 91]. The paired fraction and pair size vary dramatically with interaction 

and temperature [92]. However, measurements with high-Tc materials are notori

ously difficult. With the advancement of atomic gas experiments, interaction and 

temperature can easily be controlled in a defect-free environment, making precise 

measurements possible. Here we report an experiment using a molecular probe tech-

nique to probe small-length scale correlations related to the pair size and the "paired 

fraction", of a two-spin mixture of 6Li atoms, a system analogous to the high-Tc 

superconductivity at unitarity, as a function of interaction and temperature. With 

open-channel probing and fast dynamics, this measurement yields quite different 

physical quantities as compared to the previous slow close-channel fraction measure-

ments [93]. 

4.1 Introduction and Background 

4.1.1 Pairing in Fermionic Systems 

In a two-spin component fermionic system, BCS pairs play a crucial role in super-

fluidity and superconductivity. Such pairs will have some bosonic character, and 

condense in some form as the temperature gets lower, undergoing a phase transi-
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Figure 4.1 : Fermionic pairing in the BEe-BeS crossover, in r (real) and k (momen
tum) space. 

tion that produces macroscopic quantum phenomena. The character of the pairs 

and the properties of their condensates depends strongly on the two-body coupling 

strength (Fig. 4.1). They form BeS pairs in the weak interaction limit and molecular 

Bose-Einstein condensates (BEe) for st rong interactions. The physics of these two 

extremes is connected through a smooth crossover, as described theoretically in the 

1980's [90, 94] and experimentally verified in cold atom experiments in recent years 

[95]. Figure 4.2 shows the change of the chemical potential around the crossover 

under the pseudo gap theory. 

A cold atomic Fermi gas near a Feshbach resonance is a unique superfluid system. 

With pairing happening between a fraction of the fermions, the gas not only consists 

of fermionic atoms but also diatomic bosonic pairs. The physics of pairing throughout 

the crossover plays a very important role in understanding strongly correlated many-

body systems. The realization of the "BeS-BEe" crossover has triggered various 

experimental measurements such as the condensate fraction [96, 97, 98, 99], the 

superfluid pairing gap [100, 101], the closed-channel fraction [93], the entropy and 
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Figure 4.2 : Chemical potential as function of interaction and the psudogap (PC) 
concept at unitarity as a function of temperature. Uc corresponds to the critical cou
pling for forming a two fermion bound state and ~, ~sc represents the excitation gap 
and the superfiuid order parameter, respectively. The shaded regime represents the 
non-condensed pairs. T* is the temperature where pairs form without condensation. 
The pseudogap regime represents non-Fermi liquid based superconductivity. From 
Ref. [92]. 

critical temperature [102)' the "contact" [93, 103, 104), the pair size [105), and the 

direct probing of the pseudo gap [106]. 

Many-body theory in the strong interaction limit has been very challenging for 

theorists. In 2005, Shina Tan derived several universal relations for an interacting 

Fermi gas with short-range, or "contact" interactions [107, 108, 109]. These pow

erful relations relate microscopic quantities, such as the momentum distribution of 

fermions, to macroscopic quantities, such as the total energy. There have been recent 

experiments directly on the contact measurement by the Drummond group [103] and 

the Jin group [104]. In 2009, Werner et. al. has related the Rice 2005 molecular 

probe experiment to the contact [110], indicating the Rice group is the first group 

to measure the contact. 
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4.1.2 Molecular Probe of Pairing 

In a two-spin component Fermi gas, some atoms from correlated states, while the 

rest are left as free atom pairs. The correlated fraction and their properties depend 

strongly on temperature and interaction. In general, the correlated part is a many

body system, while deep in the BEe limit, two-body physics dominates, as shown 

in Fig. 4.1. 

The Ground State around the Feshbach Resonance 

Within the Feshbach resonance, the wave function of the correlated states (or 

dressed molecules) is a superposition of a bare molecule and two free atoms. For 

6Li atoms in 11) and 12) within the Feshbach resonance centered at 834 G, the wave 

function of the correlated state can be expressed as a superposition of v = 38 singlet 

molecules and free atom pairs in the triplet channel [111, 112]: 

(4.1) 

as the layer on top of the Fermi surface in Fig. 4.3. The total spin of the pairs 

S = 81 + 82, where 81 and 82 are the electronic spin of each atom (81, 2 = 1/2). Z 

can be identified as the closed-channel amplitude of the correlated state; Z ~ 10-5 

at the Feshbach resonance [93]. The fraction of these correlated states is <P in the 

system. The rest are the free atom pairs with pair wave function l¢a(S = 1)) and 

fraction (1 - <P) in the system. 

<P remains constant at a fixed temperature and interaction. Whenever pertur

bation (provided by the molecular probe) sets in and reducing the atoms in the 

correlated states, the correlated states are replenished with a reforming rate (lITR). 

The reforming rate can be determined by the energy difference between the corre-
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Figure 4.3 : Schematics of the wave functions of the correlated states and free atom 
pairs in the momentum space and their wave functions. Z and (1 - Z) represent the 
amplitude of closed channel (5 = 0) and open channel (5 = 1) wave functions in 
l'ljJp). The detuning between 5 = 0 and 5 = 1 levels ~ can be tuned by the magnetic 
field. 

lated states (l'ljJp)) and free atom pairs (l¢a(5 = 1))) , or equivalently the energy 

gap ~ to form (superfiuid) pairs. ~ is estimated to be 0.45EF at unitarity where 

EF is the Fermi energy [113]. For our typical Fermi energy of 0.4 11K, the resulting 

l/TR ~ 0.3 ms. The transition rate r of the molecular probe can be manipulated 

to be much faster or slower than l/TR by choosing the right excited molecular state 

(singlet or triplet), allowing us to extract different information from the atoms. 

The Molecular Probe 

The molecular probe laser photo excites atoms to an electronically-excited molec-

ular state (Fig. 4.4). The photoexcitation rate for those correlated states r is much 

faster than K2 for the free atom pairs , since r is a one-body-like process (corre

lated state + photon), while K2 is a normal photoassociation process involving the 

collision of two atoms (atom1 + atom2 + photon); the required appearance of an 
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Figure 4.4: The molecular probe of pairing. The correlated part has higher transition 
rate ( see text). By measuring the rates we can learn about the the system. 

additional particle makes K2 « f. These photo-excited pairs quickly dissociate with 

rate r (rv1/13 ns- I ) [22]), and with kinetic energy much larger than the optical trap 

depth, resulting in detectable atom loss. Thus the photoexcitation rates equals to 

measurable atom loss rates. By measuring the atom loss and distinguishing f and 

K 2 , we can extract information about the system. 

The overall excitation rate f is proportional to the pair correlation function 

operators for up and down spin states. In the mean field approximation G2 may be 

factorized as [93] 

(4.2) 

where n(r) = nt(r) = n.J..(r) are the atom densities. The first term is nonzero only 

for correlated states and is responsible for the one-body-like photoexcitation rate 

r. It is proportional to the square of the order parameter 1.6.1 2
, n (r ) , and has a 
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different form on the BEC and BCS sides [110, 114]. The second term is the Hartree 

term and is responsible for the slower, ordinary two-body photoassociation rate K2 

proportional to n2 (r). The time-dependent loss rates of density n(r, t) due to these 

two loss processes are 

n(r, t) -r· n(r, t) 

These equations can be solved analytically, with 

n(r, t) - n(r,O)e-rt 

n(r, t) _ n(r, 0) 
1 + K2n(r, O)t 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

t here is defined as the pulse length of the molecular probe. The total atom number 

N(t) is derived by integrating n(r, t) over r, 

N(t) = J n(r, t)dr (4.7) 

and depends on which of Eqs. 4.5 and 4.6 is used. If r is much smaller than the 

pair formation rate (1/TR), the correlated states are always replenished during all t 

and n(r, t) is dominated by Eq. 4.5 throughout t. If r » (1/TR), n(r, t) would be 

bimodal: first dominated by Eq. 4.5 until all the correlated states are depleted, then 

dominated by Eq. 4.6 (with a modified constant n(r,O)). These two cases will be 

discussed in the following two sections. 

The Singlet Transition 

The 2005 Rice experiment used a molecular probe laser photoexcite atoms to an 
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Figure 4.5 : Left: The Rice 2005 measurement used a molecular probe to an excited 
S = 0 singlet state. Right: Data at unitarity and T < O.lTp , showing atom number 
N(t) as function of probe duration [93]. Since the pairs keep reforming with a time 
scale TR f"'V 0.3 ms, much faster than l/r ~ 30 ms, the correlated states are kept 
replenished and the measured N ( t) is dominated by r. The bottom right shows the 
process in the k-space. The system stays at equilibrium during probing. 
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excited, 8 = 0 molecular state [8, 93], which is a measurement through the closed 

(8 = 0) channel. The smallness of Z results in a relatively slow photoexcitation rate 

r « (l/TR). Pairs keep forming during the molecular probe such that the correlated 

fraction <P is constant all the time, and the atom loss rate is dominated by r until 

all the atoms are gone. Figure 4.5 shows the evolution in the k-space and a sample 

data at unitarity and low temperature (T < O.lTF). Since the process is dominated 

by r, we can use Eq. 4.5 in Eq. 4.7 and N(t) = Noe-rt where No = N(t = 0). The 

data does show an exponential decay and the fitting gives 1 /r ~ 30 ms, much slower 

than TR ~ 0.3 ms and r « (l/TR). 

The closed channel fraction Z can be extracted by Z = rb/n2), where n is the 

Rabi frequency of the bound-bound transition [93]. This also allows the comparison 

with (time independent) mean-field theory predictions like the "contact" [110]. 

The Triplet Transition 

We can also drive a transition to an excited triplet molecule (where 8 = 1), which 

is a measurement through the open channel. The two-body scattering is dominated 

by the triplet state (with fraction (1 - Z) ~ 1) in this case, which contributes 

to a large excitation rate. However, Eq. 4.1 shows that the triplet transition is 

from a free scattering state rather than from a bound vibrational level as for the 

singlet transition. The latter effect reduces the excitation rate relative to the singlet 

transition. The effect of Z dominates, however, and we find that r for the triplet 

transition is significantly greater. By choosing the right triplet state, r can be so 

large that it is much faster than the correlation (or pair) formation rate. This makes 

the measured N(t) decay bimodal: it is dominated by r until the depletion of the 

correlated part, when the remainder decays with a slow photoassociation process at a 

rate K 2 • Figure 4.6 shows the molecular probe transition and a sample measurement 
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Figure 4.6 : Left: The molecular probe transition to an excited S = 1 triplet. Right: 
a sample N(t) measurement at unitarity and T ~ O.ITF' We interpret the fast 
decaying part dominated by f as being due to the correlated states. We therefore 
assume that the second slow decaying part dominated by K2 arises from ordinary 
photoassociation of free atoms. By resolving the "kink" point we can extract the 
correlated fraction (or "paired" fract ion) in the system. The k-space diagram in the 
bottom right shows the process which we assume is out of equilibrium. 

of N(t). The fitting gives l/f rv 17 f.-Ls, much smaller than the 0.3 ms pair reforming 

rate. By resolving the "kink" where the slope changes, the correlated fraction <P, 

which we define the fraction other than the free atom pairs, can be measured. 

Note, at interactions other than the BEe regime, the correlated state is generally 

a many body system. The correlated states we refer to is the part other than the 

free atom pairs. The properties of the correlated part, and the interpretation of the 

onset of the "kink" point in the data are still under theoretical debate. 
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Single beam trap Crossed beam trap Unit 

Wavelength 1080 1064 nm 
Beam waists 30 x 30 54 x 236 Ji,m2 

Trap power 16-26 257-2590 mW 
Trap depth 0.54-0.88 1.26-12.65 Ji,K 

min. trapfreq. (wz,wr) (27r) (8.1, 290) (27r) (54.6, 169.3) Hz 
Max. trap freq. (wz, wr) (27r) (10.2, 370) (27r) (171, 530) Hz 

Table 4.1 : Specifications of the single beam and crossed beam traps used in the 
measurements. 

4.2 Experiment Setup 

4.2.1 Preparation and Temperature Control of the Atoms 

The preparation of an ultra-cold, two-spin component Fermi gas has been described 

in [7, 8, 47, 36]. At the end of the evaporation process, the atoms are loaded into 

a single beam or crossed beam optical trap with various trap depth and frequency, 

depending on T). Details of the calibration and characterization of the crossed beam 

trap is described in Sections 2.2 and 2.4. Table 4.1 lists the specifications of the 

optical traps used in the measurements. 

To attain different T, we either increase the final trap-depth of the optical trap 

evaporation, or momentarily release and catch atoms in the optical trap [82]. When 

preparing higher temperatures, the release time is between 500 Ji,S to 2 ms. To 

determine T we fit the in-situ images of cloud to a Thomas-Fermi distribution [82]. 

The fitted temperatures range from 0.05 to 1.67 TF , with the atom number per spin 

state No = 8 X 104 to 2 X 105. 

4.2.2 The Molecular Probe Setup 

Characterization of the Transition Frequency 

The molecular probe laser is designed to drive transitions from the paired state 
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Figure 4.7 : Schematics of the triplet-triplet transition to the v'= 60 state. 
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to an excited triplet molecular state. We choose the 2S1/ 2 + 2P1/ 2 , 13~t state with 

vibrational level v' = 60, which has binding energy of 1550.75 GHz relative to the 

2P1/ 2 asymptote [23]. This level has a large ratio of the photoassociation rate to 

the off-resonance scattering rate from the atomic transition. The transition fre-

quency can be calculated by subtracting the binding energy of the excited state from 

the 6Li D1 transition frequency, see Fig. 4.7. The 6Li D1 transition frequency is 

14903.296792(23) cm-1 [115], which corresponds to VD1 = 446789.5977(7) GHz. The 

transition frequency VPA is thus 

VPA = 446789.5977 - 1550.75 GHz 

= 445238.847 GHz. 

We need to measure the wavelength accurately to tune the molecular probe laser 

to this value. The frequency of the laser in the lab is measured with a Michelson 

wavemeter with a stabilized He-N e reference laser at a 633 nm wavelength. The 

output of the wavemeter appears as the ratio of the He-N e laser wavelength to 

that of the unknown one. To attain the desired accuracy, the wavemeter should be 

calibrated to a known transition. We refer to the Coherent dye laser locked to the 
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7Li D2 transition at a frequency V7 = 446806.135 GHz (see Appendix C on how 

to calculate this number) with wavemeter reading M7 = 0.943410(1). The desired 

wavemeter reading of VPA, M pA can be scaled as follows: 

(4.8) 

This value does not change with the magnetic field, since both the ground and 

excited states have S = 1, resulting in the same Zeeman shift. This is in contrast to 

the excited singlet state which has no Zeeman shift. 

Laser and Optics Setup 

The chosen laser transition at 673.3 nm is far from the existing 6Li or 7Li lasers 

running at ",671 nm. A separate master laser was therefore built for this transition. 

To determine the frequency with better precision than the wavemeter, we refer it 

to the Coherent dye laser using the 300 MHz free spectral range (FSR) spectrum 

analyzer. Furthermore, we generate side bands for the Coherent laser with an EOM 

with a modulation frequency adjusted to align the spectrum analyzer peaks of the 

molecular probe and the Coherent laser. Both the Coherent laser and the molecular 

probe are coupled through a single mode fiber before going to the spectrum analyzer 

to avoid shifts due to pointing. Typically, our precision is better than 5 MHz with 

proper optical and oscilloscope settings. 

Figure 4.8 shows the setup before the PA fiber. We use a Hitachi high power 

diode, opnext HL6555G, with a specified wavelength of 660 nm and up to 60 mW 

output; it is the most powerful diode available in the lab. The diode is coupled 

through a grating in the Littrow configuration to reduce the amplified spontaneous 

emission [116]. The diode temperature is heated to about 58°C in order to achieve 
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Figure 4.8 : The molecular probe laser optics setup before the PA fiber. 

the desired wavelength of 673 nm. The laser frequency is locked to a Fabry-Perot 

reference cavity. An AOM operating at 80 MHz switches and controls the molecular 

probe pulse length from the minimum 100 ns to several ms. A fast « 2 ms switching 

time) Uniblitz shutter is used to block the leakage light passing through the AOM. 

The laser is then coupled into a single mode fiber (the "PA fiber" ). The maximum 

power after the PA fiber is about 5.6 m W. 

Figure 4.9 shows the exit side of the PA fiber. The molecular probe beam is 

designed to overlap with the path of the atomic probe (imaging beam). The fiber 

output is focused to the appropriate beam waist and centered to ensure that all the 

atoms are in the center of the molecular probe beam, preferentially within 10% of 

the beam waist. For the single beam trap, where the atom cloud has an axial radius 

R z ~ 450 j.Lm, the molecular probe beam has a beam waist W mp = 1280 j.Lm. After 
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we switched to the crossed beam trap, where Rz = 80-120 /Lm, W mp was reduced to 

400 /Lm. The reduced W mp increases the maximum molecular probe intensity to 2.22 

W/cm2*. The alignment is performed by overlapping the molecular probe beam to 

the atomic probe at the combining beam splitter, and then on the imaging CCD. 

4.2.3 Taking Data with the Molecular Probe 

After the atoms are evaporated (or heated) in the optical trap, the molecular probe 

pulse is fired by switching on the AOM for a variable duration t. The pulse was 

originally triggered by a separate pulse generator, but later, with the implementation 

of the new Lab View data acquisition system, the pulse was set directly from the 

computer. Typically t = 200 ns up to 8000 ms until the atoms are (mostly) gone. 

After 1"V5 ms following the molecular probe pulse we flash the atomic probe for 

imaging with either absorption or phase contrast to determine N(t). Typically we 

chose about 22 different times to span the relevant time interval and for each t we 

took 3 to 5 data points to improve statistics. The N(t) is extracted from the image 

and then normalized with No obtained without the molecular probe. All shots were 

taken in random order to eliminate systematic drifts. 

The best imaging method depends on the optical density of the atoms. For 

the single beam trap where the maximum optical density (OD) is 1"V1.3, we use on 

resonance absorption imaging. For atoms in the crossed beam trap (where most of 

the data was taken) where OD > 3, we use phase contrast imaging (details on phase 

contrast imaging are discussed in Section 2.5). The challenge in imaging comes from 

the large dynamic range of the signal. We need to resolve N(t) for short t where 

N:::::; No, down to less than 0.05No for long t, at which the phase contrast image does 

not work well. Although using different imaging methods for high and low atom 

*From Eq 2.43, I = W2~ with P = 5.6 m Wand W mp = 400 }.Lm 
7r =p 
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numbers may help, we found sticking to the same imaging setting can minimize 

the systematic error during data taking*. Therefore, a good phase-contrast imaging 

quality is very important to this experiment. 

We made several changes in imaging to improve the sjnt . First we optically zoom 

in to the 300 mm setting on the N ikon zoom lens, and use the "bin" function (of 

2 x 2 pixels) of the CoolSnap camera. The imaging system works best at 300 mm 

setting where the interference fringes are minimized. The "bin" function sums the 

signal of nearby CCD pixels and equivalently has bigger pixel size with higher signal 

count and lower noise (Fig. 2.37). However, the bin number cannot be too large as 

enough pixels are needed for temperature fitting. In the experiment the 2 x 2 binned 

pixel size is 2.66 x 2.66 J.Lm2. For a cloud radius of Rz = 80 J.Lm this yields a total 

of ",,60 pixels in z, which is good for temperature fitting. Secondly, we choose the 

probe detuning maximize the signal dynamic range. For the lowest temperatures in 

the crossed beam trap we use 5r red-detuned from the on-resonance 12) state probe 

frequency which has an average of 50% probe signal size for all N(t)+. This has 

better chance to resolve smaller N(t) compared with a 30% setting. However this 

cannot be too much higher than 50% otherwise the signal saturates. Thirdly, we 

use a high probe intensity and use only the first probe (Sl in Fig. 5.15 b). For 5r 

*There are two problems varying imaging setup during data taking: one is that we want to take 
data with random order of molecular probe duration to eliminate the systematic drift. That means 
the imaging method also has to be changed alternatively, which is not practical in the experimental 
setup. For example, from absorption to phase contrast imaging requires the implementation of 
additional optics (a wave plate and a polarizer) and accompanying adjustments and calibrations, 
which may lengthen the time for data taking and introduce more systematic error. The same prob
lem applies to imaging at different detunings, which requires the change of imaging AO frequencies. 
The other is it requires a very accurate calibration between two imaging methods (preferentially 
below 5% error), which is also very demanding and requires additional work and may need to be 
repeated with the change of imaging method. 

tThese changes were made after the ID experiment and the resulting imaging has even better 
sin than the ID data. 

+For larger signal size (> 50%)it is better to use the exponential form to process the data, i.e. 
use S = e-O .D instead of S ~ 1- O.D., which can improve the accuracy of the measurement. This 
is not yet implemented in our imaging analysis due to the difficulty in signal processing. 
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detuning we use a probe intensity of 411 Is and ignore the second shot (S2), which 

may be subject to optical pumping from Sl (see Section 5.2.4 for details on optical 

pumping by the probe). Optical pumping may also exist in Sl but when N(t) is 

normalized to No this factor cancels out*. These three steps greatly enhance the sin 

of the imaging system and our ability to resolve N(t) with a large dynamic range. 

4.3 Results of Molecular Probe with the Triplet Transition 

4.3.1 Calibration of the Molecular Probe Resonance 

Before data taking, we need to experimentally tune the molecular probe laser within 

less than 5 MHz from resonance. This is done with the aid of the EOM mentioned 

in Section 4.2.2 and Fig. 4.B. We refer the molecular probe laser frequency to a 

laser stabilized to the atomic resonance in the heat pipe vapor cell. By tuning the 

frequency of the EOM, we cause its first order sidebands to coincide with the proper 

molecular probe frequency in the optical spectrum analyzer. The precision can be 

just a few MHz. 

The resonance frequency can be measured by N(tf) at a fixed, long tf, as function 

of the EOM (sideband) frequency. Figure 4.10 shows a typical molecular probe 

spectrum at BOO G. The measures wavelength is about 25 MHz, larger than its 

natural width of 12 MHz [117]. The reason is related to the bimodality shown in 

Fig. 4.6: an off resonant molecular probe drives the atom slower, which makes the 

horizontal scale longer. For a fixed tf' an off-resonant probe tends to have more 

atoms left. This introduces a broadening to the spectrum. 

*Figure 5.17 shows the probe signal (which is proportional to N) vs the number of photons 
scattered (which is proportional to (Ip . ~t) where Ip is the imaging probe intensity and ~t is 
the imaging probe duration). The linear decrease of N to (Ip . ~t) indicating it is due to optical 
pumping. Since both No and N(t) (t means molecular probe duration) are subject to the same 
probing, this effect cancels out when normalizing as N(t)/No. 
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Figure 4.10 : The molecular probe laser resonance curve at 800 G. T he red curve 
is a Lorentzian fit and the line width is 21.5 MHz. T he dip at r-v886 MHz is the 
resonance position. 

For the triplet transition the resonance frequency is independent of field as ex-

plained in Section 4.2.2 as has been verified experimentally at 834 G and 890 G*. 

4.3.2 The Fitting Function 

The build-up of the fitt ing function for N(t) is based on the photoexcitation rate from 

Eq. 4.2, and spatially integrate n(r, t) as in Eq. 4.7. At t --+ 0, the one-body-like 

*The resonance may vary up to 20 MHz mostly due to t he rearrangement of the optics at different 
experimental times (up to a 2 year interval), although is still within the measured line width of the 
resonance curve. 
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photoexcitation dominates and we spatially integrate Eq. 4.5: 

N(t) = J n(r, t)dr = e-rt J n(r, O)dr = No e-rt (t ~ 0). (4.9) 

This process continues until all the correlated states (with fraction <p) are depleted. 

With No(1- <p) atoms left, N(tcp)/No = e-r.t4> = (1 - <p) and tcp = -In(l - <p)/r. 

Then it is followed by a photoassociation process and we spatially integrate Eq. 4.6 

for N(t). We assume a Thomas-Fermi distribution for n(r, tcp) and the integrated 

atom number is [118] 

No(1-<P) 
N(t) = (1 + (1- <p)1/2NoK2(t - tcp))2 (t > tcp). (4.10) 

The combined all-time N(t)/No can be approximated as 

N(t) -rt (1 - <p) 
No = e (1 - H(t - tcp)) + (1 + (1 _ <p)1/2NOK2(t _ tcp))2 H(t - tcp) (4.11) 

where tcp = -In(l - <p)/r and H(t) is the Heaviside step function*. A fit to exper

imental data thus has three free parameters: r, <p and K 2 • To simplify the fitting, 

one way is to fit the t ~ 0 part with Eq. 4.9 to get r first, which reduces the fitting 

parameter to two. 

4.3.3 Interaction Dependence in the BEC-BCS Crossover 

The interaction can be varied through the Feshbach resonance. To get a complete set 

of field-dependent measurements we have to take data at several different fields. The 

magnetic field is varied by changing the current through the bias coils. Besides the 

gradient coil current, the 16) ~ 11) rf transition, the 11) ~ 12) rf transition and the 

* H(t) = 0, t < 0; H(t) = 1/2, t = 0; H(t) = 1, t > 0 
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Figure 4.11 : Sample correlated fraction measurement in the BEe, unitarity and 
BeS side of the Feshbach resonance. 

atomic probe frequency have to be calibrated for each new field*. The precision of 

the field calibration is within ±0.05 MHz from calibrating the 16) ~ 11) rf transition, 

which equals to ±0.5 Gt. 

Figure 4.11 shows samples of N(t) on the BEe, unitarity and BeS sides of the 

Feshbach resonance at minimum temperature (TJit < 0.05 TF)' The curve is the fit 

to Eq. 4.11. The fitted correlated fraction <I? is indicated, which decreases in going 

*The gradient coil centers the magnetic field residual curvature (which is field dependent) to 
that of the optical trap. The calibration settings can be found at: 
/ /lab/data/emtrapl/2009/fieldcalibration2009.opj 

tAt 834 G, the 16) to 11) rf transition has a slope rv-O.l MHz/G 
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Figure 4.12 : The measured correlated fraction <I> with different interaction (field) in 
the BEC-BCS crossed over. The error bar in <I> shows the standard deviation from 
fitting the data. 

to the BCS side of the resonance. 

By repeating the measurement over several different field points, we obtain a 

quantitative representation of the dependence of the correlated fraction on the in-

teraction, as shown in Fig. 4.12. The error bar in <I> shows the standard deviation 

from fitting the data, and applies to t he subsequent plots. The decreasing correlated 

fraction from the BEC to the BCS side is consistent with our picture of pairing at 

the Fermi surface (Fig. 4.1). At unitarity, the measured <I> ~ 85% is higher than the 

60% condensate fraction calculated by Monte Carlo [119], which means that not all 

correlated states are condensed. 

The significance of the triplet transition f(S = 1) can be clarified by relating 
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Figure 4.13 : The one-body-like photoexcitation rate r at t -+ o. The error bar in r 
shows the standard deviation from fitting the data. 

to the value from the singlet transition r(S = 0) [93]. The value r(S = 0) is a 

measurement of the closed channel bound molecules N b , which is given by [110], 

Nb = d (E) d(l/a) 1 
d(l/ a) dB /-lb 

( 4.12) 

where /-lb dEb/ dB = 2/-lB is the effective magnetic moment and /-lB is the Bohr 

magnet on [120]. The value dE/d(l/a) is the contact quantity C [107]. Figure 4.14 

shows r(S = O)/r(S = 1) as a funct ion of B. The scaled ratio falls on the line 

d( -1/a)/dB. From the relation in Eq. 4.12, we can derive the relation r(S = 1) ex 

C / /-lb. This is suggestive that r(S = 1) is related to the contact quantity. 
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Figure 4.14 : The one-body-like photoexcitation rate ratio of singlet to triplet tran
sition, f(S = O)/f(S = 1) , as a function of B. The dashed line labels the center of 
the Feshbach resonance. The dots are measurements scaled with the same unit with 
the curve d( -l/a)/dB. 

4.3.4 T-D ependence at Unitarity 

The physics at unitarity is of particular interest. Theories at unitarity are difficult 

because it is a strongly interacting many-body system. We can however experimen-

tally explore this regime, in the hope to shed some light in the understanding of it; 

in particular we can study the temperature dependent properties. 

Figure 4.15 shows several N(t) measurements at different T. The scaled temper

ature T is corrected with the interaction at unitarity from Tfit [85], and gives the 

real temperature. The correlated fraction decreases with increasing T. Surprisingly, 

even at high T well above the condensation temperature Tc (rvO.2 TF [85]) there are 

still correlated states. 

The true atomic temperature scale T used here is calibrated with the interactions 

at unitarity from the fitted empirical temperature Tfit . We adopt the corrections from 
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Figure 4.15 : Sample N(t) measurements at unitarity at different T. 
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Figure 4.16 : The measured correlated fraction <P as a function of T at unitarity. 
The vertical error bars correspond to the standard deviation of data fitting in <P and 
the horizontal one from the standard deviation of the T shots. 

energy and entropy measurement based on the model-independent virial theorem by 

Luo et. al. [102, 85]. After deriving Tfit from fitting the cloud profile with Thomas

Fermi distributions, the temperature T is derived with [85] 

T (T ) 0.66 

TF 
- 0.42 ;';t ; 0::; Tfit ::; 0.33 TF, (4.13) 

T (0.80 (i;' ) L43 _ 0.09 ) 0.64 Tfit ~ 0.33 TF. (4.14) -
TF 

This conversion is different from the previous form obtained with the pseudogap 

theory [84] used in the lab [8]. 

Figure 4.16 shows the correlated fraction <P vs T at unitarity. The correlated 

fraction decreases quickly to "-'22% at 0.22(2) TF; for points above 0.22 TF the 
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Figure 4.17 : The one-body-like photo excitation rate r at t -+ 0 vs T at unitarity. 
The rate is scaled to 500 m W / cm 2 . The vertical error bars correspond to the standard 
deviation of data fitting in r and the horizontal one from the standard deviation of 
the T shots. 

correlated fraction decreases more slowly. We interpret this as an indication of Te, and 

the correlated fraction right above Te to be "-'22%. Considering there are correlated 

part that are not condensed at T = 0 (shown in Section 4.3.3), it is possible those 

non-condensed correlated part may exist for a broad temperature range, even when 

T much higher than Te. 

Figure 4.17 shows the rate r at t -+ 0 vs T at unitarity. The rate is normalized to 

a molecular probe intensity of 500 mW/cm2 . There are recently two related theory 

works on the T-dependent contact at unitarity [121, 122]. It is possible to relate r 

to the contact through some factors, which is still under theoretical work. 
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Figure 4.18 : The dependence of kink point F = (1 - <1» on the molecular probe 
intensity I. The vertical error bars correspond to the standard deviation of data 
fitting in <1>. 

4.3.5 Intensity Dependence 

We scaled r in Fig. 4.17 because the rate depends on the molecular probe intensity, 

which varies with measurement. This system-dependent quantity has to be taken 

(normalized) out from different measurements to get a more universal picture. We 

must show that r depends linearly on I to justify this scaling. We also must check 

that the kink point F = (1 - <1» in N(t) is independent of the molecular probe 

intensity I. 

Figure 4.18 shows how F depends on I, at unitarity (834 G) and T ~ 0.05 TF . We 

find that F is independent of I as long as I is sufficiently large, above 300 m W / em 2 

at this field. The reduction in F at low I may indicate that r is below the rate to 

reform the correlated state, violating our model. 

Figure 4.19 shows r as a function of I. It scales linearly with I, which justifies our 
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normalization in Fig. 4.17. After scaling to 500 mW/cm2 it looks flat (Fig. 4.20). 

This also supports the explanation why F is low in Fig. 4.18 at low I, since the 

lower kink point means a larger correlated part, which comes from pair reformation 

during the molecular probe. 

4.4 Conclusion 

We have used a triplet molecular probe to study the pairing in a balanced, two

spin component Fermi system in the BEe-BeS crossover. The fast photoexcitation 

rate due to the triplet transition property enables us to measure the correlated pair 

fraction <I> and the one-body-like photoexcitation rate r(S = 1). We have performed 

data analysis based on our model of photoexcitation on the triplet transition to 

extract <I> and r(S = 1). In the interaction dependent data at low T, we found the 

evolution of <I> with interaction, from 100% at the BEe side, ",85% at unitarity, and 

vanishes at the BeS side. The corresponding r(S = 1) can be proved to relate to 

the contact quantity. We also measured the T-dependence of <I> at unitarity. We 

found correlated states appear above the normal-superfluid transition temperature 

Te, a phenomenon consistent with the preformed pairs, and interpret Te ~ 0.22(2)TF 

from the drastic change of <I> as a function of T. The T-dependent r(S = 1) is the 

first contact measurement at unitarity. We are still working on the theoretical details 

and refining our model of photoexcitation to improve the accuracy of data fitting. 



Chapter 5 

Phase Diagram of Imbalanced Fermi Gases in ID 

In one dimension (lD), Fermi gases with imbalanced spin-components demon

strate drastically different characteristics from those in 3D and provides an opportu

nity to study new states of matter. I will present experimental measurements of the 

phase diagram of a two spin mixture 6Li atomic gas trapped in an array of ID tubes. 

At low temperatures, the system phase separates with a partially polarized core sur

rounded by either a completely paired or a fully polarized Fermi gas, depending on 

polarization. This observation agrees well with theory where the partially polarized 

phase is found to be a ID analogue of the so-called FFLO state, an exotic pairing 

mechanism where magnetism is accommodated by pairs with finite momentum. 

5.1 Background 

5.1.1 The FFLO State 

The FFLO pairing 

In the two-component Fermi gas system, the formation of Cooper pairs lies in 

the essence of the BCS theory of superfluids. Changing the relative number of up 

and down spin electrons disrupts the mechanism of superconductivity, motivating 

theoretical and experimental search for new states of matter. The FFLO state is 

one of the most interesting of a number of exotic polarized superconducting phases 

proposed in the past 40 years. Fulde and Ferrell proposed Cooper pairs with finite 

center of mass momentum q = kFt - kF.j. where kFt and kF.j. are the Fermi vectors 

of the up and down spin particles. The spatially-varying order parameter ~(r) can 
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1 f 
Figure 5.1 : Pairing state described by Eq. 5.1. The Fermi surface has a shaded, 
depairing part where the Cooper pairs are not formed. Pairs are formed on the other 
parts of Fermi surface. The non-uniform pairing on the Fermi surface leads to pairs 
with finite center of mass momentum. Adopted from [121]. 

be represented as [41], 

(5.1) 

in which the amplitude of the order parameter is homogeneous, but the phase changes 

in real (position) space. In this state, pairing can only occur at a particular region 

on the Fermi surface, see Fig. 5.1. The non-uniform paring results in pairs with 

finite center of mass momentum. 

Larkin and Ovchinnikov [42] proposed a related model where the superconducting 

order parameter ~(r) oscillates in space: 

(5.2) 

These two ideas are closely related because the condensates with opposite center 

of mass momentum may interfere and result in oscillation order parameter. The 

magnitude of the center of mass momentum increases with spin imbalance and has 

the form 

(5.3) 

where H is the effective magnetic field and Vp is the Fermi velocity. Under the LO 
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Figure 5.2 : Examples of the FFLO state. (a) and (b): In the real space. The special 
structure at global polarization p = 0.03 and 0.16. Black line: order parameter .6.(x); 
red dash: local polarization p( x). The calculations are done assuming a uniform gas 
confined in a box, using the self-consistent BdG equations. Adopted form [122]. (c) In 
the momentum space. Pair momentum distribution varies at different polarizations. 
Momenta are measured in units of vnmwz, where Wz is the harmonic oscillator 
frequency along the tube. The peaks of the pair momentum distribution are the 
signatures of the FFLO states. Adopted form [58]. 

model, the spin density oscillates and results in nodes of high polarizations. Therefore 

the LO state is like a micro-scaled phase separations with alternating un-polarized 

superfluid and polarized normal phases. Figure 5.2(a) shows an example of the local 

order parameter .6.(x) and polarization p(x) of a FFLO state in the r (real) space at 

a global polarization p = 0.03. The oscillation frequency increases with p as expected 

by Eq 5.3. Figure 5.2(b) shows this behavior with p = 0.16. Figure 5.2(c) shows 

the FFLO state in the k (momentum) space. The FFLO state shows a double peak 

structure with the signature peak momentum approximated by q = ±Ikpt - kp-!.I. 

The FFLO state is more stable when the q-vector connects a larger area of the 

spin-up and spin-down Fermi surfaces, an idea analogous to the nesting effects of 

charge-density-wave (CDW) and spin-density-wave (SDW) transitions [123, 124]. 
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q q 
---+ ---+ 

3D 20 10 

Figure 5.3 : The "Nesting" effect in the FFLO-type pairing shows how reducing the 
dimension increases the connection between the spin-up (blue) and spin-down (red) 
Fermi surfaces. The yellow regime represents pairing, while q represents the center
of-mass momentum of the pairs. Fermi surfaces in lower dimensions have a higher 
ratio of atoms contributing to FFLO pairing which stabilizes the FFLO state. 

How much the Fermi surfaces participate in connecting depends on the dimension. 

In 3D the Fermi surfaces are spherical and they touch only at a point with a shift of 

the q-vector. In 2D the Fermi surfaces are cylindrical and they touch along a line. 

In 1D particularly, the Fermi surface form lines and the whole Fermi surface can 

participate in pairing. Therefore the FFLO state favors low dimensionality. Figure 

5.3 illustrates the FFLO pairing of Fermi surfaces in different dimensions. 

Experimental Search for the FFLO State 

The search for the FFLO state began with quasi-2D organic and heavy fermion 

superconductors. Examples include the organic superconductor- (BETShFeCI4 [125] 

and the heavy fermion superconductor CeCoIn5 [126, 127, 128]. A microscopic phase 

separation of magnetized and superconducting order (the "Q" phase) was observed 

where the pair also carries momentum. However, this pairing is not of the FFLO 

type since the momentum q is independent of H [128]. 

On the other hand, atomic gas experiments have proven successful in the study 
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Figure 5.4 : 3D phase diagram of imbalanced Fermi gas system, adopted from [49]. 
The FFLO phase occupies a very small portion of the whole 3D phase diagram. 

of imbalanced Fermi systems starting from 2006 [43, 47, 36, 46, 48]. While largely 

analogous to an electronic superconductor, the atomic systems feature tunable in

teractions and are free of impurities. This extra degree of freedom in control has 

led to a number of unique experiments and conceptual advances. Furthermore, the 

absence of spin relaxation enables us to spin-polarize the atoms in order to explore 

the interplay between magnetism and superfluidity, with the potential to observe the 

FFLO phase. However, early experimental searches in 3D traps failed to observe the 

FFLO state. Recent calculations indicated that although the FFLO phase exists in 

3D, it only occupies a very small volume on the phase diagram [129, 130, 131], see 

Fig. 5.4. 

Since the FFLO state is more stable in low dimensional systems, focus has then 

turned to the 1D system where confinement is generated experimentally with 2D 

optical lattices [34]. 
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5.1.2 Confinement Induced Resonance 

Confining atoms can change the interactions between different Fermi states. This 

effect was predicted theoretically in [132, 133] and verified experimentally with con

finement induced molecules [34], strongly correlated 1D bosonic systems [134] and 

splitting of a CIR in 1D with transversally anisotropic confinement [135]. Remark

ably, both bosons and fermions exhibit this effect and the scattering length in reduced 

dimension can be tuned via the magnetic field or the lattice depth. 

In 1D the strong transverse confinement changes the energy level of the molecular 

state and shifts the resonance position through the Confinement Induced Resonance 

(CIR). The CIR occurs when the bound state energy of an excited transverse mode 

coincides with the continuum threshold of the open channel (lowest transverse mode) 

[133]. 

More specifically, the CIR occurs when the 3D scattering length a approaches the 

transverse harmonic scattering length a.1 = Vh/(mw.1) for a particle with mass m 

and transverse trapping frequency W.1. This effect can be derived from the Hamilto-

nian. In 1D the Hamiltonian for two atoms can be described as [133] 

(5.4) 

where Zi is the longitudinal atomic separation and gw is the effective 1D interacting 

potential give by [53]*. gw and the 1D scattering length aw has the form 

2h2 
(5.5) gw - ---, 

maID 

aID - _ al (1 _ C a3D ) . (5.6) 
a3D a.1 

*Here I use the definition from Orso, which is slightly different form the original paper by 
Bergeman et. al. where p, is used instead of m [133]. 
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Figure 5.5 : The 3D and ID scattering lengths of 6Li between 11) and 12). The ID 
result is calculated with W..l = (27r) 197 kHz which corresponds to 12 Er lattice depth 
used in the experiment where Er is t he recoil energy defined in Section 5.2.2. 

where C = 1.0326 is a constant and a3D is the 3D scattering length. Thus when 

a3D = a..l/C, aID ---+ 0 and glD diverges, which marks the occurrence of the eIR. 

We can also tune the ID property through 3D parameters: By tuning a near a 3D 

Feshbach resonance, the coupling constant glD can be adiabatically changed from the 

weakly interacting limit, glD ---+ 0-, to the strongly coupled limit, glD ---+ -00. Figure 

5.5 shows the 3D and ID scattering lengths of the 6Li 11) (IF = 1/2, mp = 1/2)) and 

12) (IF = 1/2, mp = -1/2)) states. The 3D resonance is centered at 834 G [136, 137]. 

The ID resonance center is shifted t o rv710 G (depending on a..l) away from that in 

3D, demonstrating the drastic change of the interaction in different dimensions. 

The binding energy of the atom pairs also varies with dimensions. When the scat-
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tering length between two atoms is positive, two-body physics supports a molecular 

state with a binding energy Eb given by 

(5.7) 

where a can be either a3D in 3D or alD in 1D. At 890 G where the experiment was 

conducted, in 1D the scattering length alD = 2099 ao and Eb "-' 6 ILK, while in 3D 

this field corresponds to the BCS limit with a3D < 0 and essentially no Eb. The high 

Eb in 1D will affect how we optimize the imaging, as will be discussed in Section 

5.2.4. 

5.1.3 Spin-Imbalanced Fermi Gas in ID 

Phases of Imbalanced Fermi Gases in ID 

For a two-spin component Fermi gas in 1D, the Hamiltonian can be built from the 

two-body model in Eq. 5.4 as 

(5.8) 

where N = Nt + NJ.. is the total number of atoms. Sufficiently far from the CIR on 

the attractive side (aID> 0), the ID spin-imbalanced attracting Fermi gas can be 

exactly solved with the Bethe- ansatz [138, 139, 140]. 

Figure 5.6a shows the zero temperature theoretical phase diagram in 1D from 

Orso [53], presented with total chemical potential IL = ~ (ILl + 1L2) vs. effective 

magnetic field h = ~(ILI - 1L2). There are three phases: fully paired (green), fully 

polarized (blue), and partially polarized (yellow) that is predicted to be the FFLO 

type. In order to relate this to a real experiment, we need to consider the variation 
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of J1, in a trap, which is highest at the trap center. The two arrows are examples of 

atoms in a trap at low and high P: the trap center is always a partially polarized with 

either fully paired or fully polarized wings. At a critical value of h, corresponding to 

a polarization Pc, the whole cloud is partially polarized. Similar results are obtained 

in [51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 141, 58, 59]. 

Figure 5.6b shows the same result when represented with experimental-related 

parameters. The radius is normalized to (azN~/2) where No is the total atom number 

along the central tube and az = (n/mwz )1/2 is the corresponding harmonic oscillator 

length [53]. The red dash corresponds to the scaled radius of the density difference, 

while the blue line is the scaled radius of the minority state 12). The radius can be 

extracted from the in situ images of the atoms with the 1D confinement. Figure 

5.6c and d shows the expected axial density profiles n(z) from radially integrating 

through a bunch of the 1D tubes. The minority state (blue line) and difference (red 

dash) are identically color coded as in b) to show how they are related to the phase 

diagram. 

As compared with the 3D result in Fig. 3.16, there are two major differences: 

first, n(z) in 3D shows a three- shell structure but in 1D only two-shell. Second, at 

low P 3D shows a fully paired core but in 1D fully paired wings. The inverted phase 

separation in 1D is a striking difference from 3D, and is the experimental feature we 

aim to observe. 

Dependence of Pc on Interaction and Temperature 

As seen in Fig. 5.6a and b, phase boundaries cross at the critical polarization Pc 

and the fully-paired wings state occur only for P < Pc. The value Pc varies with 

interaction and temperature. In order to get a reasonable Pc and observe paired 

wings, we have to plan the experimental parameters properly. 
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Figure 5.6 : Theoretical1D, T = 0 phase diagram (adapted from [53]). a) Schematic 
with total chemical potential /.-l = ~ ( /.-l1 + /.-l2) vs. effective magnetic field h = ~(/.-l 1 -
/.-l2). The vertical arrows show two possible paths from the trap center to the edge. 
b) Phase diagram of the trapped gas. The scaled axial radius will be defined in 
the Fig. 5.22 caption. The red dash corresponds to the scaled radius of the density 
difference , while the blue line is the scaled radius of the minority state 12). c) and 
d) Examples of low and high P , 1D axial density profiles. The minority state (blue 
line) and difference (red dash) are identically color coded as in b). 
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coupling limit (where aID -0 0). The arrow corresponds to the asymptotic limit 
Pc = 0.2. Adopted from [53] b) The temperature dependence of the phase diagram 
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Figure 5.7a shows the dependence of interaction on Pc as functions of N aiD/ a;. 

Pc increases towards the strong interaction limit until a maximum of Pc = 0.2*. Our 

experiment at 890 G with aID = 2099 ao, az = 5.3 x 104 ao and N = 120 corresponds 

to Pc = 0.17, which is within a reasonable experimental range to collect data. 

In a real experiment the temperature is not zero for many reasons. Figure 5.7b 

shows the dependence of the phase diagram on temperature at 890 G. The crossing 

shows that the Pc value drops from 0.17 at 0 K to 0.15 at 200 nK (about 0.17 T /TF ) , 

which still leaves a large enough region to observe paired wings. Experimentally we 

can attain temperatures lower than 200 nK, increasing the chance to observe the 

paired wing state. 

*This value is small compared to the critical polarization in a 3D atomic gas with p~D rv 0.77 
(the meaning is different, though). In a polarized gas experiment, data collection at lower P is 
actually easier, since high polarization hinders evaporative cooling and limits the final number and 
temperature. 
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5.2 Methods 

5.2.1 Prepare Cold Atoms in the Crossed Beam Trap 

The method for making a quantum degenerate 6Li Fermi gas has been described 

throughly in [7, 8]. We sympathetically cool 6Li with 7Li atoms in the magnetic trap 

where only 6Li atoms in the 16) state (see Fig. 2.5) left in the end of evaporation. 

We then load them into a single beam optical trap and sweep to a uniform magnetic 

field at 765 G. We use RF to transfer atoms from the 16) to the 11) state with close 

to 100% efficiency. After that the spin mixture is created with 100 saw-tooth RF 

sweeps in 1 s from the 11) to the 12) state and the imbalance is controlled by adjusting 

the RF power. Atoms are then evaporatively cooled by lowering the trap depth in 

the single beam optical trap. During evaporation, the field is adiabatically swept to 

890 G, on the BCS side of the Feshbach resonance where the 3D scattering length 

a3D = -9145 ao (ao is the Bohr radius), see Fig. 5.5. 

At the end of evaporation, we turn on a crossed-beam optical dipole trap formed 

by two orthogonal, retro-reflected laser beams, with elliptical laser beam waists (1/e2 

radii) of 54 J.Lm by 236 J.Lm (see Fig. 2.9), with the beams propagating in the x'

y' plane and the long axes of the ellipses oriented along z. The polarization of each 

retro-reflected beam is controlled by liquid crystal variable retarders (LCVRs) and 

is perpendicular to that of the incident beam in the trap configuration, see Fig. 5.8. 

The trap depth is 0.5 J.LK with axial and radial trapping frequencies of 50 and 153 

Hz, respectively. At this stage the fitted temperature is below 0.05 TF . 

5.2.2 Turn on 2D Lattice 

The laser power in the low trap depth can only make a 0.75 Cr, deep lattice which 

is still in the 3D regime (see Fig. 5.14), where Cr = h2/(2m"A2) is the recoil energy 
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a 'A/4 Mirror 

b 'A/2 Mirror 

Figure 5.8 : LCVR setup showing how the variation of the retardance changes from 
the trap to lattice setup. a) When at A/4 setting, the retro beam has polarization 
perpendicular to the incident beam and forms trap configuration. b) When at A/2 
setting, the retro beam has polarization parallel to the incident beam and forms 
lattice configuration. 

of the atoms with the optical trap laser wavelength A = 1064 nm in the experiment. 

In order to achieve lattice depths in the 1D regime (12 Er in our experiment) , a 

ramp of the laser intensity is necessary besides rotating the retro beam polarization. 

However, the laser intensity ramp usually heats the atoms. To avoid heating, the 

ramping procedure needs to be optimized. 

Optimize the Lattice Turn on 

We should avoid heating the atoms when turn on the lattice. At the time of 

experiment we lacked a direct way to check the temperature in the lattice. To 

expedite the experimental progress we switched our figure of merit to checking the 

temperature in a 3D trap after a round trip into and out of the lattice. 

There are two ways to measure the temperature after the lattice round-trop. At 

first we checked the temperature after the lattice with the "conventional round-trip", 
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where both the intensity and polarization are set back to the low trap setting, see 

Fig. 5.9a. A potential problem is that by ramping back to the low trap (evap

oration) will make the measured temperature colder than in the lattice. Per the 

suggestion of David Ruse, we improved the temperature measurement to a "polar

ization round-trip", where we only ramp the polarization to the "trap" setting and 

leave the intensity high (see Fig. 5.9b). This temperature measurement avoids evap

oration, keeping the temperature closer to that in the lattice, and is now the standard 

procedure to optimize the lattice turn on in the experiment. 

The optimization begins with the intensity ramp only, where the intensity is 

ramped from low to high trap depth as in Fig. 5.9(b) and we seek the ramp duration 

which minimizes heating. The ramp is error function-like. Figure 5.10a shows the 

temperature in the high trap. The minimum temperature occurs at 120-130 ms 

ramp. We then fix the intensity ramp at 130 ms and simultaneously ramp the 

polarization with a different duration. Figure 5.10b shows the temperature with 

varying polarization ramp time. According to the LCVR specifications, the minimum 

ramp time is about 70 ms. We therefore choose 70 ms for our optimized polarization 

ramp duration. 

The most optimized lattice turn-on to a 12 Er deep 1D lattice is to ramp the 

polarization for 70 ms and the intensity for 130 ms, triggered simultaneously [12]. 

The fitted temperature from the polarization round-trip is 0.09 TF . Figure 5.9c and 

d show sample temperature fits before and after the lattice. Temperature in the 1D 

tubes will be discussed in Section 5.3.3. 

Equilibration in 2D Lattice 

When 2D lattices are turned on, atoms may not equilibrate along the radial di

rection. At low lattice depth atoms can hop to nearby lattices, see Fig. 5.11 b. As 
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Figure 5.9 : Temperature check before and after lattice: (a) Conventional round-trip, 
the red dashed line represents the imaging after round-trip. This may introduce ad
ditional cooling after the lattice and makes the measured temperature lower , since 
the trap depth is reduced which enables forced evaporative cooling. (b) Polarization 
round-trip. This prevents cooling unlike the conventional round-trip. (c) Tempera
ture before lattice, 0.05 T /TF (d) Temperature after lattice through a polarization 
round-trip where 0.09 T /TF . 
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Figure 5.10 : Procedures to optimize the lattice ramp on. a) Ramp with the trap 
intensity only and keep the polarization at trap setting. Check the temperature after 
the intensity ramp. The optimized ramp time is at 120-130 ms. b) Fix the intensity 
ramp at 130 ms, and vary the polarization ramp time. Both ramps are triggered 
simultaneously. The temperature is checked after the lattice with the "polarization 
round-trip" . 

the lattice depth increases, atoms are gradually not allowed to hop to nearby tubes, 

see Fig. 5.11c. When in radial equilibrium, all the tubes should have equal global 

chemical potentials as in 3D traps, see Fig. 5.11a, d. It may take tens of seconds to 

reach radial equilibrium [142], however, which is too long compared to the typical 

experimental scale and introduces excess heating. We can, however, minimize radial 

non-equilibration with the optimized ramping times and order of the intensity and 

polarization ramps. 

This radial non-equilibrium affects the atom cloud size in the radial direction 

and changes the aspect ratio. The order of the intensity and polarization ramp may 

affect the level of non-equilibration. Figure 5.12 shows three different ramps: the 

intensity first, the simultaneous and the polarization first ramps. For the polarization 

first ramp, there might be more atoms trapped in the outside tubes relative to the 

equilibrium configurations, than for the intensity first ramp. This is obvious in the 
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a b 

_---! •• radial direction _--I.~ radial direction 

d 

Figure 5.11 : Equilibration when turning on the lattice. a) In a 3D trap before 
the lattice turns on. Atoms are free to move around the trap and form a chemical 
potential 11. b) The atoms can hop between nearby tubes at low lattice depth. c) 
The atoms cannot hop to nearby lattices at high trap depth, and each tube has a 
different chemical potential. d) When at equilibrium, all the tubes should have equal 
chemical potentials. 
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radial size of the cloud: a polarization first ramp will have the largest radius, an 

intensity first ramp will have the smallest radius, while the simultaneous ramp falls 

in between, see Fig. 5.13. 

Although the intensity first ramp has better radial equilibration, the disadvantage 

is increased heating. Figure 5.10b shows with the simultaneous ramp of polarization, 

the temperature after lattice may be colder than the intensity (first) ramp as in 

Fig. 5.10a (since the subsequent polarization ramp does not cool the atoms). The 

temperature may be even colder if we do polarization first ramp, since in 1D the 

heating is more suppressed than in 3D. But the downside of the polarization first 

ramp is the excessive radial non-equilibrium, which poses problems in fitting the data 

with the theory, since the images are column densities through a bundle of tubes. 

If fully equilibrated, the only fitting parameter is the temperature. Radial non-

equilibration introduces additional fitting parameters such as chemical potential as 

function ofradius as in Fig. 5.11c and may affect the accuracy ofthe fitting. We have 

used the simultaneous ramp, which is a trade off between minimized temperature 

and radial equilibration. 

5.2.3 Characterize the ID regime 

The lattice has potential V = Vocos2 (kx') + Vocos2 (ky'), with k = 27r/A and Vo = 

12fr , where x' and y' are the two orthogonal radial coordinates. The radial and axial 

trapping frequencies in the central tube (wJ...,wz) = (27r) (2 x 105 ,200) Hz. At the 

BeS side (890 G) of the broad 3D Feshbach resonance in 6Li, the 1D interactions 

are strongly attractive [143, 144]*. Under these conditions aJ... = 1720 ao, az = 

5.5 x 104 ao, and alD = 2099 ao, where aJ...,z = (li/mwJ...,z)1/2 and alD is the ID 

*This is defined according to the ID interaction gw in Eq. 5.4. A positive aw leads to a 
negative glD and the interaction is attractive. 
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Figure 5.12 : Three different ramp orders. 
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/
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scattering length defined in Section 5.1.2. At a global polarization P = 0, the total 

number of atoms at this stage is rv4 x 105 , giving a total number of atoms in the 

central tube of N rv 240 ± 22. 

There are at least two requirements for the system to be in ID. We can check 

these with our experimental numbers. 

First , only the lowest transverse mode in each tube may be populated. This 

requires that both the thermal energy kBT and the ID Fermi energy EF = N1nwz to 

be small compared to the transverse confinement energy scale nw 1-. Here Nl is the 

number of atoms per ID tube in state 11). Under this condition the Hamiltonian 

can be well described in ID as in Eq. 5.8. Experimentally this can be controlled 

by making the lattice sufficiently deep to make W1- » N1wz while keeping the atoms 

cold. The number of atoms per tube Nu(p) at radial distance p from the center can 
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be estimated by integrating the 3D density along the z axis: 

(5.9) 

where (J = 1,2, P = Jx2 + y2, >. = 1064 nm and n(T(p, z) can be obtained from the 

inverse Abel transform of the 2D column density profiles [83]. In our 1D experiment 

Nl rv 120, which is much smaller than the trap aspect ratio W.l/wz = 1, 000, so this 

1D requirement is well satisfied. 

Second, the single-particle tunneling rate t should be small compared to both the 

Fermi energy EF and the temperature T. Here t describes the amplitude of an atom 

hopping from site j to i with energy 

(5.10) 

where br and bj are the creation and annihilation operators of the atoms. We can 

compute t numerically by evaluating [145] 

(5.11) 

where w(i - Xi) is a single particle Wannier function localized on the ith lattice site, 

Viattice indicates the optical lattice potential and m is the mass of atom. The condition 

EF > t is equivalent to specifying that the Fermi surface is 1D, and the condition 

T > t makes the inter-tube coupling incoherent. Under these conditions the hopping 

term t can be ignored in the Hamiltonian. Figure 5.14 shows the hopping coefficient 

as a function of trap depth. In the early experiments on lattices, we observed 3D 

behavior (similar to Fig. 3.16) for Viattice = 3 Er and 1D behavior (Fig. 5.6c and 
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Figure 5.14 : The lattice hopping coefficient t as a function of lattice depth. (cl 0 K. 
Hazzard) 

d) for Viattice = 9 Er . In the later 1D experiments, we set the lattice depth at 12 Er 

where tlkB rv 17 nK is much smaller than both EFlkB rv 1.2 ILK and T rv 175 nK, 

so the system is well within the 1D regime. 

An open question is the location of the boundary between ID and 3D, which will 

be discussed in the end of this chapter. 

5.2.4 PCPI Imaging 

After turning on the lattice for about 50 ms, we take two column density images of 

the atom cloud with different detunings to construct the column densities of 11) and 

12) in the array of 1D tubes. Imaging 1D gases in situ is problematic due to high 

optical densities (G.D. > 8) and heating from the release of a high binding energy 

( rv6 ILK as described in Section 5.1.2). On the other hand the signature ID feature 

as the density difference in Fig. 5.6c may be very small. We thus need a very high 

quality (good sin) imaging setup to observe these features. 

We use phase contrast imaging to accommodate the large optical density. The 

imaging optics setup is described in Section 2.5.1. The probe detuning, intensity and 
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duration all should be optimized for the best imaging performance. In the next few 

sections I will discuss the probe timing, the optimization of probe detuning, intensity 

and duration for imaging. 

The Design for Imaging 

We use the phase-contrast polarization imaging (PCPI) [39, 4], with two shots in 

rapid succession and different detuning near the 281/ 2 to 2 P3/ 2 atomic transition as 

shown in Fig. 5.15a. Figure 5.15b shows the detuning of the first and second probe 

pulse 81 and 82. 81 is red detuned of the state 12) transition by 15 r where r= 5.9 

MHz, which gives about 50% signal size on average for an imbalanced data set. This 

corresponds to a red detuning from the state 11) transition of 28.3 r since 11) and 12) 

are separated by 78.5 MHz. 82 is tuned halfway between the 11) and 12) transitions. 

Images from 81 and 82 are linear combinations of column densities of 11) and 

12) with different weighting factors. 81 is more of a sum, while 82 is more of the 

difference (Fig. 5.15c). These two images are then deconvolved to obtain the column 

density images of 11) and 12) (Fig. 5.15d). Details on this deconvolution are discussed 

in Appendix D. 

The imaging resolution of rv3 J.1,m is insufficient to resolve individual ID tubes 

separated by ()../2) ~ 0.5 J.1,m. Therefore the column density n(x, z) we get is the 

integration of a bundle of ID tubes in the radial (y) direction. We can further 

integrate along the x axis to get the axial density n(z) with improved sin, which will 

be shown in 8ection 5.3.1. 

Optimizing Probe Intensity and Duration 

From Fig. 2.37 it is obvious a higher probe count can improve the signal-to

noise. However it cannot be too high. Figure 5.16 shows the different timing and 
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Figure 5.15 : a) The PCPI imaging setup. The linearly polarized probe beam is made 
circularly polarized by the quarter wave plate (left). The light coherently scattered 
by the atoms is elliptically polarized, which is analyzed by a polarizer (right) whose 
polarization axis is at a 45° angle to the original polarizer. The image is recorded 
by a CCD array camera. b) The relevant energy levels and probe beam frequencies. 
The first probe 81 is detuned ~ = 15f from 12) , and the second probe 82 is tuned 
half way between states 11) and 12). c) Column density images from probes 81 and 
82 corresponding to P = 0.63. d) Column density profiles of states 11) and 12) , and 
their difference deconvolved from images 81 and 82. 
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Figure 5.16 : The timing and intensity for shot Sl and S2. The interval between 
exposures of the CoolSnap camera can be as short as 0.5 J1S; we set it to 1 J1S to 
make sure no leakage light in the other probe exposure. 

intensity for Sl and S2 of the imaging; both need to be optimized individually. When 

optimizing these we mush avoid the following factors: 

1. Optical Pumping 

Probing atoms may optically pump them to the other dark states (like the 13) to 

16) states in Fig. 2.5). Since these states are not addressed by the probe, this will 

reduce the signal. The number of photons in the probe beam scattered by the atoms, 

Nscattered, is given by: 

Nscattered = r . Pee . tprobe 

Ip/Is 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

where Pee is the excited state population and L). is the detuning of the probe laser 

and tprobe is the probe duration. The number of photons scattered can be varied 

by probe duration, detuning, or intensity. If the signal reduction is due to optical 

pumping and no other heating mechanism exists, the relation between the number 

of photons scattered and the signal reduction should be linear. 

To verify this we conduct a test looking for signal versus number of photons scat-
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Figure 5.17 : Optical pumping effect vs. atom signal in the shot 81. The measure
ment is conducted for a cold, balanced 11) abd 12) mixture at 890 G in a 4 Er lattice. 
Black squares: fix probe duration dt at 10 f-LS, change probe intensity (up to where it 
barely saturates). Open dots: fix probe intensity Ip at 34 Is, vary probe duration up 
to 7 f-LS. The CCD saturates at 4000 counts, and we require that signal + bg smaller 
than that. 

tered by changing the probe intensity and duration. Figure 5.17 shows the resulting 

81 signal of a cold, balanced 11) and 12) mixture, at -6.5 f detuning from the 12) 

on-resonance probe frequency. The slope is independent of whether the probe inten-

sity or duration is fixed. We find that a probe duration 10 f-LS is too small to produce 

obvious heating, so we conclude that the signal reduction is due to optical pumping. 

A similar reduction is seen for a probe detuning of 15 f, with a similar 5% reduc-

tion is observed when 10 photons are scattered for atoms in a ID 12 Er deep lattice. 
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Scattering a maximum of 10 photons was also the criterion found for absorption 

imaging [8]. 

2. Saturation 

High probe intensity can saturate the probe transition by leaving atoms in the excited 

state. The excited state population Pee is given by Eq. 5.13. For phase contrast 

imaging with large probe detuning, Pee ~ (IpjIs)j(4(fj.jr)2). To ensure a less than 

5% signal reduction, a probe intensity satisfying 

(5.14) 

should be used. The optimized Ip depends on fj., as larger detunings yield higher 

and safer probe intensities. 

3. Heating 

A too long probe pulse can introduce heating to the atoms. The S2 is subject to 

heating by the 1st probe, since Sl dissociates atom pairs and the release of pairing 

energy causes a reduction in density in S2. At 890 G, this effect in 1D is more obvious 

than in 3D since the binding energy (6 ILK) is substantially larger than in 3D where 

the BCS side does not support a molecular state. This effect is mitigated by using 

short probe durations, and a short interval between shots. On the other hand S2 

has smaller probe detuning (6.5 fj.) than Sl (15 fj.). In order to satisfy Eq. 5.14 we 

usually have to limit IS2 to be much smaller than lSI' To compensate for the CCD 

count loss we usually probe S2 with longer probe duration dts2 • We therefore need 

to find a good dts2 setting between excess heating and noisy CCD background. 

Figure 5.18 shows the reduction of signal in S2 as a function of dts2 • The effect at 

short dts2 is similar to the optical pumping effect in Fig. 5.17 except the pairs have 

been broke by S1. The signal size reduces with a change in slope after probe duration 
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Figure 5.18 : The effect of probe heating in 82 vs. different duration dts2 • The 
interval of 81 and 82 is fixed at 1 f.1s as in Fig. 5.16. The probe detuning is 6.65 r, 
directly between the 11) and 12) probe transition. Probe intensity is fixed at 9.8 Is. 
The reduction of signal below 15 f.1S is due to optical pumping. We attribute to 
change of slope above 15 f.1s to heating from a long probe pulse. 
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",,15 /-LS which can be attributed to the heating effect. From this measurement we 

deduce 15 /-LS is the longest probe duration that should be used to avoid heating. 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Axial Density Profiles 

Figure 5.19 shows the column density images and the corresponding axial density 

profiles of state 11) and 12) and their difference for a range of polarizations. The axial 

density profiles are obtained by integrating the column densities across the remaining 

dimension transverse to the tube bundle. With increasing polarization, a partially 

polarized region forms at the center of the trap (Fig. 5.19a) with increasing radius 

(Fig. 5.19b). This is distinctly different from a polarized 3D gas where the center 

is fully paired. At a critical polarization, Pc, the partially polarized region extends 

to the edge of the cloud (Fig. 5.19c). When the polarization increases further, the 

edge of the cloud becomes fully polarized (Fig. 5.19d). Three different phases are in 

this data: fully paired, partially polarized and fully polarized. The phase boundaries 

can be identified from the images. Those at low polarization in Figs. 5.19a and b 

show dramatic ID behavior with fully polarized wings, just as theory predicted in 

Fig. 5.6c. 

5.3.2 Extract the 1D Phase Diagram 

We can extract the number, polarization and radius of the central tube using the 2D 

column density images. Figure 5.20 shows examples of identifying the radii of the 

minority and difference, at low and high side of the critical polarization. We found 

the human eye is the best tool to identify the radii. To eliminate the systematic error, 

we have two different people to perform this test. The extraction is done without 
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Figure 5.19 : Column density images and the integrated axial density profiles (black: 
majority (11)); blue: minority (12)); red: difference (11) -12) )), shown as a function of 
central P. a - d ) P corresponds to 0.015, 0.055, 0.10, and 0.33, respectively. a) At low 
P, the edge of the cloud is fully paired and the density difference is zero. The center 
of the cloud is partially polarized. The density difference has been multiplied by 2 
for better visibility of the phase boundary. b) For increasing P, the phase boundary 
moves to the edge of the cloud as the partially polarized region grows. The density 
difference has been multiplied by 2 for better visibility of the phase boundary. c) 
Near Pc , nearly the entire cloud is partially polarized. d) Well above Pc, the edge of 
the cloud is fully polarized and the minority density equals zero. 
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Figure 5.20 : The extraction of radii from 2D column density images. (a) P = 0.05 
below Pc. (b) P = 0.45 above Pc. The blue and red represents (twice of) the radii 
that are identically color-coded in the phase diagram. 

knowing P in advance, therefore they reflect faithfully the observed radii. Figure 

5.21 shows the normalized phase boundary with polarization, with radii extracted 

by two people. Both extractions are fairly close and within rv5% systematic error. 

We further average these radii to plot our final version of phase diagram. 

We plot these radii as a function of the central tube polarization following Orso 

[53], see Fig. 5.22, normalizing the radii by (N~/2az) where No is the total number 

in the central tube and az = (n/mw z )1/2 is the harmonic oscillator length along the 

central tube. No is derived from Eq. 5.9 with p = o. The critical polarization 

Pc is defined as the crossing of these two radii, where the entire cloud is partially 

polarized. For P < Pc the radius of density difference is smaller than the minority 

radius, while the opposite occurs for P > Pc. From a linear fit to the data, the 

crossing happens at Pc = 0.13 ± 0.03. Theoretical calculation predicts Pc = 0.17 at 

T = 0 and decreases with increasing temperature (see Fig. 5.7b) which suggests the 

lower Pc we measured is due to finite temperature. The radii agree very well with 

the theoretical expectations for clouds with an average temperature of 175 ± 50 nK, 

corresponding to T /Tp rv 0.15 in the lattice. 
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Figure 5.21 : The normalized radii vs P, extracted by two different people. Reds: 
the difference, and greens: the minority. The line represents the theoretical curve. 
The normalization and theory curve are identical to Fig. 5.22. 

The Validity of Extraction 

The axial radii extracted from Fig. 5.22 are extracted from the axial densities 

which are the integration of the entire bundle of tubes, see Fig. 5.15a. They represent 

the largest radius beyond which there is no atoms for all tubes. We have to prove 

the central tube has the greatest radius so the radii in Fig. 5.22 can be expressed as 

a property of the central tube. 

The column density images in Fig. 5.19 qualitatively show this monotonic be

havior, where the center (tube) always has the largest radius throughout different 

P. Since the 12) and the 11) - 12) radii determine the phase boundaries, the radii 

extraction from the column density (or integrated axial density) images yields the 

result of the central tubes. 

We can also demonstrate this behavior by simulating with our experimental pa-

rameters. We axially integrate the column density and apply an inverse Abel trans-

form from the 2D column density to extract the number of up and down spin atoms 

in each tube as a function of radius (see inset of Fig. 5.23). From the atom number 
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Figure 5.22 : Experimental phase diagram as a function of polarization in the central 
tube. The scaled radii of the density difference (red diamonds) and state 12) density 
(blue circles) are compared with a 175 nK Bethe ansatz calculation (solid lines). The 
dimensionless scaled radius, R/(N5/2az), is plotted, where R is the central tube axial 
radius, No and az were defined in the text. At P rv 0.13 ± 0.03, both radii intersect 
indicating that the entire cloud is partially polarized. 
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Figure 5.23 : Sample phase boundaries from fitted data sets along the axial direction, 
z, as a function of radial position in the tube bundle, p. a) for a central tube 
polarization P = 0.11 and b) for P = 0.57. Blue line: minority; red line: difference. 
The inset shows tube polarization as a function of radial position in the tube bundle. 
(c/o E. Mueller) 

and P in a given tube we use a zero temperature Bethe ansatz to predict the 1D 

cloud size in z . Figure 5.23 shows the axial radii of the minority and difference as 

a function of p. Both phase boundaries monotonically decrease along p and this 

property preserves also in the column density. This allows us to extract the phase 

boundary of central tube from the 2D column density images. (c/o E. Mueller) 

5.3.3 Temperature in the Latt ice 

The temperature in the 1D tubes is checked through experimental column densities at 

all polarizations to those expected from the thermodynamic Bethe ansatz calculations 

(c/o S. Baur and E. Mueller). Figure 5.24 shows the temperature distribution on the 

complete data set used for extracting the 1D phase diagram and sample temperature 

fits. The inset shows the quality of the fit by plotting the reduced X2 as a function 
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Figure 5.24 : a) Scatter plot of best fit temperature and central tube polarization of 
our 1D data. Those data points are also used to extract t he phase diagram in Fig. 
5.22. The average temperature of the data set is 175 ± 50 nK , corresponding to 0.13 
± 0.04 T/Tp . b) A sample theoretical fit to the axial densit ies for P = 0.055 and c) 
for P = 0.10 where temperature is the only free parameter. Lines: T heoretical fits ; 
black circles: majority; blue diamonds: minority; red squares: difference; dashed 
lines: phase boundaries. The fitted temperature for this data is 130 nK. The inset 
shows the reduced chi-squared as a function of T.(c/o S. Baur and E. Mueller) 
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of temperature for a representative data set, 

(5.15) 

The sum is over each of the N = 65 x 41 pixels of the column density image. The 

experimental column density is n!:r~(i) while the theoretical one with temperature 

Tis nI;.;L.(i, T). This X2 corresponds to the negative log likelihood distribution under 

the assumption that the noise is Gaussian and independent from pixel to pixel. 

We estimate O"t and 0"-1- as the standard deviations of the noise in a region of the 

column density image where no atoms are present. The statistical uncertainties in 

the temperature are far smaller than the systematic uncertainty in the axial trapping 

frequency. The 5% uncertainty in the axial trapping frequency maps onto a similar 

uncertainty in temperature. 

The temperature in 1D shows a scattered distribution with average temperature 

175 ± 50 nK (or 0.13 ± 0.04 TF). The average temperature in 1D is higher than 

that of unpolarized (P = 0) shots before turning on the lattice (0.05 TF ) and after 

the lattice (0.09 T /TF ) (see section 5.2.2), which reflects the reduced efficiency of 

evaporative cooling in a polarized system. 

5.4 Conclusion and Outlook 

Realization of ID Phasediagram 

Although these density profiles do not directly reveal FFLO correlations, the theo

retical consensus is that such correlations should be present. For example, mean-field 

calculations [146J predict that at T = 0.15 TF , there should be a range of polariza

tions near Pc that yield detectable FFLO order. Our stronger interactions should 
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make the low-temperature phases even more robust [58]. 

We have created a strongly interacting, two-component Fermi gas in 1D and 

measured its phase diagram as a function of polarization. The system is at sufficiently 

low temperature to observe three distinct phases, in agreement with theory. This 

is an example of an optical lattice-based quantum simulator that produces a phase 

diagram of non-trivial quantum phases. Although we have not directly observed the 

FFLO phase, the observed density profiles agree quantitatively with theories that 

exhibit the 1D equivalent of FFLO correlations at low temperature [58, 146]. This 

provides a chance for future study of the FFLO phase, for example, measure the pair 

momentum distribution of the partially polarized phase to reveal its non-zero pair 

momentum directly. 

With the achievement of 1D phase diagram on spin polarized Fermi gas, there 

are two closely related experiments of immediate interests: 

3D-ID Crossover 

In an imbalanced system, how the fully paired core in 3D evolve into a fully paired 

wings in 1D is an interesting question. From the 1D point of view, in an array of 

1D tubes, the reduction of the lattice depth increase the coupling between tubes as 

shown in Fig. 5.14; in addition the 3D physics sets in at low lattice depth, and there 

are regimes where the 1D and 3D features coexist [147]. 

Our preliminary experiments found 3D features at 3fr and 1D features at 9fT) 

and the crossover is expected to lie between these lattice depths. By studying the 

crossover also help us find the lD regime with substantial coupling between tubes, 

which may facilitate the detection of the FFLO state [148]. 
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FFLO Detection 

The direct evidence of the FFLO state is the featured momentum peaks of the 

pairs as shown in Fig. 5.2(b). To perform a time-of-flight detection, we need to 

keep the ID confinement in order to preserve the ID behavior. One way is to add a 

blue-detuned trap laser to cancel out the harmonic confinement along z and let the 

atoms expand. The precision of the blue-trap alignment would be critical, and this 

is an experimentally challenging task. 
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Oven changing procedure and unclogging 

Load the oven with lithium 

Materials: lithium in the mineral oil bottle, tweezers, small bottles of acetone and 

petroleum ether, a bottle for processed lithium filled with petroleum ether, tissue 

paper, razor blades or scissors, cutting board. 

We first put everything into the glove bag filled with pre-purified argon. Remove 

the lithium from the mineral oil and clean the surface with the razor blade and 

acetone, then rinse with petroleum ether. Cut the lithium into small pieces and put 

in a bottle filled with petroleum ether for later oven loading. 

The oven inside and the nozzle is lined with fine-stainless steel mesh. When 

loading the lithium, keep the chamber at a slightly positive pressure with pre-purified 

argon. Solid chunks of 6Li and 7Li are loaded in to the oven with about a 50/50 ratio. 

Use tweezers to load the lithium into the oven, but do not allow it to touch the top 

flange or cover. *. Details on the heating wire wrapping can be seen in the appendix 

of Guthrie's PhD Thesis [8]. 

Unclog the nozzle 

The oven may be clogged over time under normal operating temperatures. When

ever it happens, the available channel to the oven shrinks due to the deposit of lithium 

atoms at the nozzle wall. The symptoms of clogging include slow MOT loading, low 

atom beam fluorescence (when looking through the oven cube window) and strong 

*We also do not want too much lithium such that when it melts the surface level is above the 
nozzle entrance. The new oven designed by Guthrie Partridge [8] has a longer nozzle body with 
1 : 1.6 length ratio above and below the nozzle. With about 50% filling volume ratio of solid lithium 
chunks, it is safe to load the chunk up to the cover. 



Normal operation temperature (OC) 
Normal dial setting 
Unclogging temperature eC) 
Unclogging dial setting 

Nozzle 

425 '" 460 
38 rv 42 
500 '" 540 
62 '" 64 

Oven 

280 '" 350 
42 
440 ",490 
42 
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Table A.1 : The operation and unclogging temperature and heater dial settings. 
Note at the unclogging dial settings, the temperature can keep going up, so turn 
the nozzle dial back to the normal operation seting when the temperature reaches 
unclogging temperature. 

scattering light from the nozzle entrance. With the attached mirror on the back of 

atom beam dump, we can also see through the orifice of the nozzle to check for the 

clogging. But do not rotate the window above 45° wrt to the atom beam to prevent 

coating on the window, which may contaminate the window surface. 

To unclog the nozzle, increase the nozzle temperature to 500 '" 540°C momen

tarily and set back to the normal operating temperature. Table A.1 summarizes the 

temperatures and dial settings for oven/nozzle heater controller at normal operation 

and unclogging, during the years 2008 to 2010. Note that the dial setting depends on 

the wrapping of the heater wires over the nozzle and oven. Although the fiberglass 

shielding on the heater wires can take temperature up to 600°C, lower operation or 

unclogging temperature prevents the cracking or melting of the shielding material 

and extends their lifetime. Since the whole process is usually finished as short as 

in 15 mins, we do not change the oven dial settings when unclogging (but the oven 

temperature does go up due to higher nozzle temperature). Whenever the nozzle 

dial setting is back to normal operation, the nozzle temperature drops quickly below 

the oven and then back to the operating temperature. 



Appendix B 

Zeeman Splitting of Lithium at Low Field 

The Hamiltonian of an atom with total angular momentum F in an external 

magnetic field B has the form 

(B.1) 

where 9F is the Lande 9 factor, /-lB is the Bohr magnet on and mF is the projection 

of F along B. To solve for E we need to know 9F first. In the magnetic trap, the 

bottom B is typically a few G and the resulted interaction energy is much less than 

the hyperfine interaction AI· J where I and J are total nuclear and electronic angular 

momentum. In this case, F and mF are approximately good quantum numbers. The 

resulting Hamiltonian has the from [149] 

(J. F) 
H = 9J/-lB F(F + 1) F . B (B.2) 

J 

Figure B.1 : The I-J coupling scheme at low external field. The vector I and J 
precess rapidly around F. 
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From Fig. B.1, (J . F) can be derived from: 

(12) ((F - J)2) = (F2) + (12) - 2(F . J) 

'* (F . J) _ ~ ((F2) + (J2) - (12)) 

1 - 2 [F(F + 1) + J(J + 1) - 1(1 + 1)] (B.3) 

Relate Eqs. B.1 and B.3 we can derive 9F: 

(F· J) F(F + 1) + J(J + 1) - 1(1 + 1)) 
9F = F(F + 1)9J = 2F(F + 1) 9J (BA) 

which can be inserted into equation B.1 and derive the Zeeman shift. 

For convenience the Bohr magneton J-lB can be represented in the unit of MHz/G 

by dividing it with h: 

J-lB - 9.274 X 10-24 (J/T) = 1.3996 x 1010 (Hz/T) ~ lAO MHz/G (B.5) 

where the unit T is in Tesla and G in Gauss. 

Example 1: Zeeman Shifts of 7Li at the 281/ 2 Manifold 

The 7Li has a nuclear spin 1 = 3/2 and at the 281/ 2 manifold J = 1/2 = 8 

and 9J = 98 ~ 2. At the F = 2 hyperfine state, insert 1 = 3/2, J = 1/2 and 

F = 2 in equation BA and we get 9F = 1/4. For the 12,1) state the Zeeman shift 

E(F = 2, mF = 1) can be derived from equation B.1 and B.5 

1 
E(F = 2, mF = 1) = 49JJ-lBB x 1 = 0.7 MHz/Gauss = tl (B.6) 

Here tl corresponds to that in Fig. 2.8. For the 12,2) state the Zeeman shift is twice 
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that of the 12,1) state and E(F = 2, mF = 2) = 2.6.. 

For the 11,1) state we insert I = 3/2, J = 1/2, F = 1, gJ = 2 in B.4 and get 

gF = -1/4gJ and E(F = 1, mF = 1) = -0.7 MHz/Gauss = -.6.. From those we 

can derive the evaporation transition 12, 2) to 11, 1) has an overall Zeeman shift of 

E(2, 2) - E(l, 1) 2.6. - (-.6.) = 3.6. 

2.1 MHz/G. 

Example 2: Overall Zeeman Shift of 6Li Evaporation Transition 

(B.7) 

The evaporation of 6Li rf-drives transition from 13/2,3/2) to 11/2,1/2) at the 

251/ 2 Manifold. For the 13/2,3/2) state the corresponding quantum numbers are 

I = 1, J = 5 = 1/2, F = 3/2. Insert those into equation B.3 we have gF = 1/3gJ . 

With equation B.1, the resulting in Zeeman shift is 

(B.8) 

For the 11/2,1/2) state we replace F with 1/2 and have gF = -1/3gJ , resulting in 

Zeeman shift 

1 1 
E(F = 1/2, mF = 1/2) = -"3gJ J-L B B 2 = -0.467 MHz (B.9) 

Therefore the evaporation transition for 6Li in magnetic trap is 

E(3/2, 3/2) - E(1/2, 1/2) - 1.4 - (-0.467) MHz 

1.87 MHz (B.10) 

Note this is different from that of 7Li. 



Appendix C 

Coherent Laser Frequency Calculation 

This appendix shows how to calculate the Coherent laser frequency. The result 

is used for calibrating the paired fraction laser frequency in Section 4.2.2. 

The Coherent laser is locked to the 7Li D2 transition from 1281/2, F = 2) to 

12P3/2, F' = 3). The frequency of 7Li center-of mass D2 transition, from 281/2 to 

2P3/ 2 is V7LiD2= 14903.64813(cm-1)+ 10.056 GHz (From Fig. 1.1 of Kevin's PhD 

thesis, also from [115]). Let's first calculate the hyper fine shift from IF = 2) and 

IF' = 3) states. 

When magnetic field B= 0, the hyperfine structure of Alkali atoms has Hamilto-

nian 

H=Af·J (C.1) 

Where J is the total electronic spin and I is the nuclear spin quantum number 

and A is a constant. f· J can be factorized as 

f·J - ~((f+J)2_F-P) 

~(F2_F-P) 
1 2 (F(F + 1) - J(I + 1) - J(J + 1)) (C.2) 

For 7Li J = 3/2. In the 2281/2 state with J= S= 1/2, F=l or 2 therefore has 

hyperfine shift of 

f1EHFS (81/2 , F) - ~ (F(F + 1) - J(I + 1) - J(J + 1)) 1~:~~1/2 
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(C.3) 

The value A can be calibrated by the known hyperfine shift between the F = 1 

and F = 2 states: 

!::l.EHFS(81/2, F = 2) - !::l.EHFS(81/2, F = 1) = 2A = 803.5 MHz 

=} A = 401.75 MHz 

So for the 2281/ 2, F = 2 state the hyperfine shift is 

from the fine shift transition. 

(C.4) 

For the other end of the D2 transition 22 P3/2 has a different value of A defined 

as A'. We can use similar way to calibrate it with the known hyperfine shift of 18.1 

MHz from the F = 0 to the F' = 3 state: 

!::l.EHFS(P3/2, F') - ~' (F'(F' + 1) - 1(1 + 1) - J(J + 1)) I~:t; 

_ ~ (F'(F' + 1) - 1:) (C.5) 

!::l.EHFS(P3/2, F' = 3) - !::l.EHFS (P3/2' F' = 0) = -6A' = 18.1M H z 

=} A' = -3.055M H z 

So for the 22 P3/ 2 , F' = 3 state the hyperfine shift is 

from the fine shift transition. 

(C.6) 
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Besides the Coherent laser has AOMs to set at lJ AOM=80 MHz red of the transi

tion. The overall Coherent laser transition frequency is therefore 

lJ7Li lJ7LiD2 + !:lEHFS (P3/2) p' = 3) - !:lEHFS (SI/2) P = 2) - lJAOM 

(14903.64813 (em-I) x 29.979 (l/cm- l ) + 10.056) + 0.0069 - 0.3013 - 0.08 

446806.135 (GHz) (C.7) 



Appendix D 

Decomposition of Phase Contrast Images 

The phase contrast signal is a convolution of 11) and 12). Our PCPI phase contrast 

imaging optics is set up the same way as EMT II, and the resulting signal is given 

by expanding Eq. 3.15 of Ref. [38] from the contributions of 11) and 12), thus 

(D. 1) 

where ..6. is the detuning , and ai is the detuned absorption coefficient with 

a' 
(D.2) 

where a' = ai(..6. = 0, Ip = 0). With our current imaging parameters at 890 G, the 

detunings to each states are: from shot 1 to 11) ..6.11 = -28.3 f; from shot 1 to 12), 

..6.12 = -15 f; from shot 2 to 11), ..6.21 = -6.65 f; from shot 2 to 12), ..6.22 = +6.65 r. 

In order to obtain the on-resonance absorption coefficients, ai, from both shots 

we have to solve the two equations: 

(D.3) 

(D.4) 



where we defined: 

a 

b -

e 

d 

-~ - ~l1/r 
4(~11/r)2 + 21/ Is + 1 

-~ - ~12/r 
4(~12/r)2 + 21/ Is + 1 

-~ - ~2dr 
4(~2dr)2 + 21/ Is + 1 

-~ - ~22/r 
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(D.5) 

(D.6) 

(D.7) 

(D.8) 

The solution of this set of equations for the on-resonance absorption coefficient is: 

bS2 - dS1 

ad - be 
aS2 - eSl 

be - ad 

From which we reconstruct column densities of 11) and 12). 

(D.9) 

(D.10) 
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